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‘ Not till this time to-morrow,’ replied the mn. who at an early hour ofthe follow nature which led him that way, was so down ; but do not speak to any one else, running up and gazing upon his face,
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his companion, laughing.
4 why that is the man that was hanged for
much of a novice as to be nervous and
Thus saying, the old shepherd ran fast the murder of Mr. Gore.’
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‘ I am the man that was hanged for the
Mr Sl,OrseM’
it till long search had been made, that he
unpaid at the expiration of the year. No paper dis- wretched thing will take four-and-twentv no answer being returned, he went in and was found, drinking large draughts of spir detached barn and rick-yard at a short dis murder of Mr. Gore,’replied Frederick,
roster, also J
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continued, except at the option of the publishers, until hours to go forty miles V
J opened the window shutters. What was its in a public-house. He was then placed tance, in which were lying several thatch-; turning round, but still holding the other
have tailed, SusJ
all arrearages are paid.
his surprise, however, to find the bed next
ing ladders. Taking the largest of these, by the hand, 4 and this is Mr. Gore him
“ ®tOpS.- at a liltIe inn a “He or
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amount
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been allowed to sleep at all, now vacant,
erick Prevot firm upon one of the rounds heard,’cried the captain ; 4 how can two
■'» J alter a fair tria( J
iFFAdveitisements, Letters, etc. relating to the you may th.nk yourself very lucky if you though sadly tossed and tumbled about * the horse that drew the cart fell down
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‘Notin such a night as this,’replied his • .A B°YtS looked round the roon> and)tor many hours, and his frame, worn with such a manner that the noose never slip sorrowful face. 4 Is it possible that the
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imprisonment, with the struggle of hope ped at all, and the lateness of the hour at accident that befel me at the inn, has led
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by
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4 It is too true, indeed,’
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cle^7raan who went with him tion which he made had exhausted, for the account of the execution, and there is
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o any one, except
rest of the party then returned with the
the time, all his remaining corporeal pow another in the ship containing all about
i-it being a misfortunem
was ab agreed to by his compan■ Boots to the double-bedded room, where to afford him spiritual consolation, was of
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, they found every thing as Boots had deed that the anticipated death was warded villi,an cutting his friend’s throat in bed?
n he had had his own will, would have
iff, who rode by the side of the cart on off for the moment.
consequently is supposed to have flourish mounted a horse as soon as he got to thei scribed ; and, moreover, discovered that horseback
‘ The fools!’ cried William Gore, 4 why,
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that
the
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ed on this side, both of the Conquest by
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The shepherd went skilfully though the whole thing was as simple as possible.
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i the end of his journey. By this time it
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o observe, that swp
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ed with blood ; and on peeping into the
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that
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instantly approaching the prisoner, he
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n in accommodating Tisr
and
having thus enabled him to grasp the ing at the nose. I searched about for
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while his right hand and arm, which was
stage-coach first sprung into existence,
his neck, and hastened to descend, lea vino-• thinking that would stop it ; but finding
?asioned by the death W
would have had a cold one, and he himself
or any thing that you like ?’
ihs of observation oliiu
under the form and condition of a snail was already extremely tired ; so that ev stretched out above the bed-clothes, had brandy,
room
for Frederick to follow.—The poor that it did not succeed in so doing, I deter
‘ Sir,’ replied Frederick, 51 will take
¡’osier is well aquaiaa i,
and the title of a diligence, there appear
a good deal of blood upon the fingers and
young man, however, was so feeble, and mined to go out into the air. I recollect
: instruments, and ¡»¡i«
ery
thing
seemed
to
show,
that
though
ed by the side of a highway, which ran
upon the shirt. The landlord wisely de nothing that can prolong my misery, even so stiff, that it was with the greatest diffi ed, however, that I had not much liked
the variety of cases#;
contrary to his own inclination, his stay at termined not to wake him till the consta tor a moment and again he sank into
J upon to recommends
along the southern coast of England, and the
culty he crept down, and even then could the appearance of the people ofthe house
silence.
mn would be for his benefit.
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to
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an
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further
On arriving at the place of public retheir wants in rejati.iii
During the rest of the journey, the cler not support himself upon his feet, though and as it was necessary to leave the door
called the Dand’s End—a solitary public
perquisitions were made. The stairs were
the poor shepherd was in great agitation
John C, Ila
ception
we
have
described,
the
travellers
gyman
spoke to him from time to time, and terror lest any one should come up, open, I tried to wake you, but you slept
house, with a little circular piece of
covered with drops of gore ; traces of the
like a stone ; and I thrust my pocket-book
made
known
their
purpose,
both
to
the
chiefly for the purpose of giving him
have, for several ray
same kind were met with all the wav
as the sun was now fully risen. For Fred
ground before it, and an apple orchard
osier’s Truss for la’iinili
driver of thc-ddigence and to the landlord through the garden to the top ofthe bank what comfort he could ; but at length ap erick to reach his cottage quickly, was under your pillow. I then went down
thickly planted with trees behind it ; be of the mn. The first of these two person
■r every desirable ppi
stairs and out into the orchard, intending
j to any other whiclil®t
above the sea ; footsteps were seen deep proaching the moor, and the dark line of quite out of the question ; and as the’best to go down through the garden, which I
yond which, again, was a place called the
t
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gahows
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seen
rising
in
the
evening
ages,
as
he
intended
to
charge
full
price
James ThawI!
ly sunk m the plashy ground, as if a man
thing he could do for him, the old man sup had seen on the preceding night, to the
Garden ; though it must be acknowledged,
139.
that those who did call it so were very tor the whole way, cared very little wheth heavily laden had passed along ; and in air, the good man, in a low tone, urged ported him to a deep little hollow on the top of the cliff, when, suddenly, I stum
Frederick earnestly to confess the crime.
er they went on with him or not. The
Boston, Marek IK
courteous and liberal in their epithets. Ev landlord on his part, vowed that he could some places long trailing marks were found 1 he young prisoner turned slowly round moor filled with tall heath, and hid from bled upon three or four men, who were
. 1 have known Nr, is
which
might
very
well
have
been
produany much frequented path. There he dragging up what I now find were contra
ery
one
who
has
seen
Mount
Edgecumbe
st past, and havefr^
upon him, and said, 4 Would you have me
give the travellers the best of every thing ;
knows well that the most luxuriant veg but that the gentlemen must put up with
I ruction of Treses
< a Perso.n dragging along a dead die with a lie in my mouth ? I am inno made him lie down, covered him over as band West India goods, upon a little truck.
its, and have »Iwajifc
etation which it is possible to imagine, a large double bedded room, as every body to throw it into the sea below. At cent ! and my innocence will some day be well as he could, and hastened home to At first they seemed inclined to murder
thful, and equal to liw
length the constable arrived ; Frederick proved!’
get some hot milk and other restoratives, me, declaring that I was a custom-house
can be produced at the very verge of old other
1
>yed him.
room in the place was occupied.
John RandhiU
such as he thought best calculated to give
ocean’s reign ; but no such pains as are Y<^er,ck1sai<1’ tbat be hoped that it was |Prevot was awakened with difficulty, and
Soon after this, the fatal spot was reach him strength to complete his escape.— officer come down from London, and I
round with a look of astonishment,
there bestowed had been given the vege- !at the back, as they should be out of the gazed
! the Trusses seal nhl|t
’which, if feigned, was certainly very well ed, and as it was now beginning to grow His efforts were fully successful ; Freder could only obtain mercy upon the hard
table kingdom of the garden of which I ’
¡els by writing fete s
way of all noise and disturbance which put on. That look of astonishment chan- twilight, all the rest of the terrible pro ick recovered sufficiently to reach the old condition of suffering myselfto be carried
i Washington st. fa
speak, and a scanty array of cabbages,
‘ "a
?°°k astonishment chan
was even then going on in the front. This ged to indignation on being charged with ceedings were hurried as much as possi man s cottage, as soon as it was dark, on board the ship, which was then lying
> turnips, and carrots, was all that the spot the landlord declared was quite impossible; th»
off the coast. They promised to set me
L- A*
i and. he
. Phad "«Hl
murder of his
friend,
we]] ble. Frederick Prevot showed firmness and, under cover of the subsequent night, on shore again, or to put me in the first
X^round could boast. Even that was there was but one room that they could the
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he made his way towards the dwel
E good packet Sth
vA
n?°n ,n those da?s a11 but uiiracu- have, and that was m front. It was a mgh knocked down the man who had jp.
had
believed
he possessed • ling of her who was now weeping him fishing-boat they met with ; but they eith
4
'
—v/va. ixu
made the/ accusation, but he refrained ; than *people
THA, Israel ti®"
p.aif ft considering that the garden crept to
er met with none5 or were determined to
capital room, however, be said, large and and what was his horror, when, on raising- 1 hough the crowd, which had been there as dead and lost to her forever.
The keep their word in neither respect, for
i... very edge oi the cliff which overhung
r, having supffl®'
irom
the
morning,
was
somewhat
dimin

roomy; and they were consequently obli and dressing himself, as he was told to do
disappearance of the body from the gal
lions for
the sea ; and Neptune, as if indignant at ged
to make up their minds to their fate. the pocket-book of William Gore, marked ishea, the numbers were still considerable, lows excited some conversation, but small they brought me straight on to St. Lucie,
the presumption of the thing, would come
i and with difficulty have I found my way
and while the executioner was in the act
As to the food set before them, the
N K for BOf •
angrily up io the very bottom of the bank landlord kept his w7ord. The dinner was with a bloody thumb and finger, was found of adjusting the rope, the prisoner turned surprise. Many people said that the hither, having nothing in my pocket but a
under
his
pillow
?
corpse had gone to the anatomists, and couple ofstray guineas. I am now wait
at high water, during all seasons of the most excellent, and though either Claret
nd fromWere we to follow the fashion of the to the people, and said in a loud, clear the chains to the old iron shop ; others ing here for remittances from England,
or KENN'EM
year, but, when he got choleric in the or Burgundy was an unknown commodity
voice, ‘ Remember, every one of you, that again, declared that the friends of the
spring and autumn, would bestow a buffet in the place, yet mine host declared that day we should dwell upon his examina to the very last moment'of my life, and
but certainly had no idea of seeing you,
J and weather pj
with his trident upon the cliff itself, which he had some Port of a very superior qual tion before the magistrates, and his trial with the very last breath, I declare that I criminal had carried off the body to bury I1 rederick, though I took it for granted
tssage apply 1° s
swept away, from time to time, a row of ity, some Madeira which had made more before a jury of his country ; but, for the am innocent ! Now,’he continued,turn him ; but no one entertained a suspicion your marriage with Mary would be post
of the truth. In the meanwhile, the shep poned in consequence of the uncertainty
sake of being singular, or rather, perhaps,
,
cabbages or a bed of onions, together with
a is furnished
voyages round the world than Cook and of going a step even beyond our contem ing to the hangman, 4 is all ready ?’
herd, making some reasonable excuse, attending my fate.’
IMhe soil in which they were planted. The Anson
particular reie*1*'
‘
Yes,
sir,
’
replied
the
man,
drawing
the
together, and some brandy, which
jr months-^1“®
ouse itself had an aspect somewhat also had been as much improved by travel poraries, we will pass over all the painful cap over his face ; and without waiting for gave his flock into the charge of a neigh
It was not very long after this inter
incidents of his trial, and dwell upon the any further wrord, Frederick Prevot threw bor for the time, and accompanied Fred view that Mary Gore herself arrived, and
«gloomy,
and
its
gables
were
turned
towof shippers
ling as any peer’s son in the realm.
erick to the house of Mary Gore.
still more painful incidents of his execu
rds the road, the entrance being reached
strange indeed wrere her sensations,when a
A crackling fire of dry wood, cheerful tion. Yes, reader, upon his execution ; himself violently off the ladder,and remain
The old man undertook the task of
•y a step, not up but down.
lights, though they were but tallow can for the chain of circumstantial evidence ed suspended between heaven and earth. breaking the news to her, and delicate in boat come out to welcome her, containing
the brother and the lover, both of whom
A low murmur ran through the people,
loner Nil®' J w The face of the landlord was a merry dles, some excellent fish, some game, for
was so strong, that the additional facts and it was a sad one too, for there was deed was that task ; for, at the best, the she had for a time believed to be dead.
face and a gay ; but with all that he was
it
was
now
autumn,
with
broiled
fowl,
and
HE new
a prudent man. took care that his wit other accompaniments of the sort cheered which came out on the trial, namely, that something in the manner of his death tidings had well nigh killed her with joy.
The events which I havejust derailed,
E, DanieiR
should
go as far as it would, made one the travellers ; and although the landlord he had had no money on the preceding- which shook the conviction even of those The door of the neat, small house which made a great sensation at the time ; and
ig superior af
joke serve many customers, had a loud could procure no wine except Port, which night to pay the coachman, that the pock who had previously felt more sure of his she had inhabited alone since her mother’s the captain of the packet still continued to
AassengerS’ ¿J'
laugh to answer any question that he did proved of a very doubtful and unpleasant et book which he had pretended was in his guilt. Some indeed, w’ent away, saying death, about two years before, was soon declare that it was the oddest story he
portmanteau could not be discovered there, that he died game, but the great majority open for Frederick Prevot, and their meet had ever heard. It is nevertheless a true
not choose to give a more definite reply character,
<
and a portion of which might :
ing was one on which it will not do to
that the chamber-maid had heard a
to, eked out his meaning by a knowing 1well be suspected of growing upon Eng- and
iman go out and come in, were quite suffi of the multitude separated with a feeling dwell. He found her in the dress of a one : and the gentleman from whom I
look,
which
is
not
tangible
to
the
fangs
of
1
that, on that moor an innocent man had widow ; and though he would fain have heard the tale, had seen the original rec
lish hedges,rather than in Portuguese vine- <
^!beC#
the law, and always spoke well of the jus yards, he offered to bring forth rum cient to convince the jury of his guilt. just been murdered.
ord, and gave me the real names of all the
nW
lingered, and would almost have risked
tice of the peace. His wife looked as if of such as they had never tasted before, Not a doubt indeed, remained on the mind
Such was the conviction of a shepherd, any thing rather than leave her again, yet persons concerned ; for the names herein
>ri,
she could have been a Quaker: she was in their days. That was an age in which of any person but one, and that was the an elderly man, who fed the flock of a Mary’s only anxiety was to get him’ be assigned to the different characters in the
book are, to the best of my recollection,
an
Anabaptist, however, and it is suppo punch was considered as one of the most sister of the murdered man—the promised neighboring squire, the lord of the manor ;
fstage 8*
yond the shores of England as speedily as the only fictitious part of the narrative.
sed, or at least was supposed by the peo urbane and polished of all beverages ; the bride of him who was about to end his and when he went home, he gave his wife possible.
ple in the neighborhood, that the beer in travellers willingly agreed to betake them days upon the scaffold. She did not be- an account of the whole proceedings, add
She promised to follow him immediately
Hypocrisy. A celebrated temperance
that
house turned more rapidly sour than selves to the bowl, and the rum produced heve him guilty ; she knew well, she had ing, 4 They may say what they like, but I
(|V prepay j!
if
he
would go to the West Indies, and lecturer visited a public house upon which
loved
him
long,
and
it
would
have
taken
in any other in the county.
am
very
sure
that
poor
gentleman
did
not
by the landlord even exceeded his prom
It was a nasty, squally, rainy afternoon ; ise in excellence, and made both the trav evidence ten times more strong, even to kill the other one, and I should not won there to unite her fate to his. Though was hoisted the temperance color ; 4 bar
and the diligence was winding slowly ellers marvel at finding anything so excel have raised a doubt in her mind. She der if the truth were found out some day.’ bis property was, of course, lost for ever, ’room’ had disappeared from over the door,
yet hers was ample, according to all the !
hi»
along upon the aforesaid road, at the ave lent in a country inn. They were deep in openly and boldly declared her conviction
As was usual with this old man, in the calculations of love, and she proposed to end 4 office’ put in its place ; the ' barkeep
of
bis
innocence
;
she
visited
him
in
pris

er no longer recognised a title so offensive
rage pace of three miles and a half an their potations, when the landlord entered
very grey of the dawning of the following
hour ; while the rain kept beating in at with the coachman of the diligence, who, on ; she took leave of him with tenderness day, he led forth his sheep to pasture, sell every thing in England immediately, to the smell of teetotallers, but gloried in
and to purchase property beyond the ju the more respectable cognomen of4 clerk’;
'“o®s’L va£Lous: points of the crazy and ill-contri
and devotion ; she consoled him with reit
knowing that the travellers did not intend erated assurances that she was as certain and the feelings he had experienced on risdiction of the English law. The sum and the whole establishment had much
ved vehicle, when one traveller in the in to go on with him now appeared to demand
Um preceding night, naturally made him required to enable Frederick himself to
side said to another—‘ Forty miles more, his fare. Both put their hands in their of his innocence, as of her own.
turn his steps towards the gallows on the proceed on bis way was soon provided • the appearance of a first rate temperance
The fatal morning dawned at length,
house. But ‘ murder will out.’ He was
Frederick, forty miles more.’
pockets, and William Gore speedily set and as it was then the custom to execute moor. Though it was a terrible sight to and as there were no careful Bow-street kindly received by the landlord, who com
‘
Aye.
’
said
the
other,
4
and
this
snail
see
the
body
of
a
human
being
hanging
eWe<J,»»d*
tled his own part of the charge. Frede
officers watching the ports anxiously for a
of a machine goes on as if it never inten rick Prevot, however, felt in his pockets persons condemned for murder in chains, there, loaded with heavy chains, yet the man who was supposed to be dead, Fred menced telling how much better begot
irttnent01
and
as
near
the
spot
where
the
deed
had
ded to arrive at the end of the journey.’ in vain; he drew out a number of letters
old man felt an interest in all that had oc erick Prevot was suffered to sail quietly along since he turned his liquor out of
•s, Ji**
4 While your heart flies on with the and papers, and then said, with a laugh been committed as possible, the sentence curred, which made him pause and look away in a West Indian trader, and arrived doors, etc. After the lecturer had bid the
CARl^
wings of love,’ replied the first who spoke, ‘ Lend me some money, William, I must of Frederick Prevot declared that he was up. In the meantime, the sheep began to safely at Jamaica after the ordinary time landlord good day, going through the on
‘ and yet cannot reach Mary’s feet any have left my pocket-book in my portman to be hung in chains upon the moor, about take a wrong direction and he called to his occupied by the passage in those days. try, he discovered a larg-e refrigerator with
LAR
half a mile from the inn where he had dog to turn them back.—What was bis
the lid up, which curiosity prompted hin
faster than the diligence.’
teau.
passed that inauspicious night. The surprise, however, when he heard a The captain and several of the passengers, to peep into—and to his surprise he foum
JpubliO’»*
The two gentlemen who thus conversed
After affecting for a moment to refuse,
indeed, had remarked about him a certain
were the sole tenants of the machine, and so as to make his companion somewhat prison in which he had been confined was faint voice which seemed to come from degree of anxiety and reserve, which the it full of the devil! He considered a few
at
some
distance,
and
though
the
time
ap

they were both young men of five or six- a«gry, William Gore gave the money that
the gibbet, inquire, ‘ Is there any body captain, who was a good-humored soul, minutes how he could best shame the
and-twenty years of age, The one who was wanted, and then went on with their pointed for his execution was early in the there ?’ and then add, ‘ For God’s sake ! had striven to overcome by various little landlord—at last he cried, in a voice
was called Frederick, and whose name was supper. The lender ate and drank more day, the gazing spectators, who had as take me down, or end my life, for this is acts of kindness. When the vessel arriv which drew a number of others who were
in the house.
moreover, Prevot, was by far the hand than the borrower, and towards ten o’clock sembled to witness the agony and death very dreadful.’
ed, the captain took him on shore in his
of
a
fellow-creature,
were
disappointed
for
4 Here, landlord, before I go, I want to
somest of the two, and upon the whole a they retired to rest in the double-bedded
The voice evidently came from the man own boat, with another passenger, and
very good-looking man, though there was room which the landlord had mentioned. some hours of that pleasant pastime by who had been hanged, although the cap, promised to show them a house where tell you a joke.’ The landlord came run
ceived lar&
a certain grave and anxious look about Frederick Prevot had one quality, which various accidents and misadventures which which was still over his face, prevented they could get good lodging. As they ning out. 4 When I used to drink,’ con
his countenance, which those who loved is not very unusual with quick and impetu took place, and interrupted the march of the shepherd from seeing his lips move. were walking along, however, before a tinued the lecturer, looking the other full
him—and his friend’s sister Mary, was one ous men, he slept when he was asleep, the sad procession from the far off county At first, the old man had started with ter row of low stores and warehouses, the cap in the face, 41 used to sing a song, which
perhaps you have heard. I am hoarse
ror and nearly sunk to the earth, but now
of those who loved him most—called like a stone, though it wras often long after town.
It seemed as if nature opposed herself his natural exclamation was, ‘ Good Heav tain and the other passenger suddenly now and can’t sing, but I will just repeat
deeply interesting ; while those who did his head touched the pillow, ere slumber
perceived the blood rush up into their one verse :
not love him pronounced it to be gloomy visited his eyes. It was thus on the night to the hanging of an innocent man. The ens ! are you not dead yet ?’
companion’s face, and with a leap like
‘ Blessed be the man who has a chest,
cart,
in
which,
loaded
with
heavy
irons
and sullen. Sullen he was not, for his which I have mentioned ; for an hour or
‘ No,’ replied the voice, ‘ nor even hurt, that of a maniac, he darted forward and
And a bottle of rum therein—
Oct. 30.
and
seated
upon
straw,
he
was
drawn
tow*He’ll pull jt out, and take a swig,
was, in truth, a very quick and impetuous more he lay awake listening to all the :
except by remaining so many hours here, seized the arm of a gentleman who was
And put it in again !’
ards
the
moor,
broke
down
at
the
end
of
lhe rope does not press upon my neck at walking slowly on before them, talking to
nature ; but he had a strong imagination, noises of the inn, and there were many ; i
And pointing to the refrigerator, all
and was by no means addicted to over but after that he fell into a sleep which 1the first fi ve miles, and it took a long time all, and somehow I am hanging by my legs a negro.
to repair it. It was then discovered that and my arms.’
looked in, the landlord’s face turned all
5
bright hopes. After his friend had spoken, seemed as sound as death itself.
The gentleman instantly turned round,
1the man who had undertaken the terrible
‘ Stay, stay,’ cried the shepherd eager- and exclaimed, 4 Ha 1 Frederick Prevot!’ sorts of colors, and in the confusion the
lecturer slipped out.—Organ.
nd all others
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Our own affairs. Having noticed yeg.
Trouble in Texas. It appears from the GREAT FIRE IN CHARLESTOWN.
for the personal injury inflicted on him, and other despatch from the Ex-Queen, in which,
A fire broke out about half past 3 o’clock terday that Mr. Brooks, who has long been
which bis government is also bound to see ! disclaimingj any direct
«lîwrt interference with the following article from the Nachitoches Her
that he obtains.
! rebels, she expresses herself unwilling to ald, that the people of Texas, besides the Saturday morning, in the large Morocco Fac our correspondent and fellow laborer in the
ARRIVAL OF THE CALEDONIA.
A French Army of Observation bad been
diso*wni generous Spaniards ata moment charge of defending themselves against the tory, in Franklin Place, Charlestown, owned management of the paper, had formed a con
__ _____
\
i.
___
’
i
when
they have sealed with their blood their threatened attacks of their old enemy the by Mr. George Emerson, of Malden, and oc nection with the Express in New York
The stearn ship Caledonia, Capt. Lott, ar formed
on the Spanish frontier.
p
Mexicans, and the incursions of their Indian cupied by Mr. Moses B. Sewell, of Charles which we trust will be more profitable to
rived at Boston the 18th instant, after a short
The
inc French
riruvu. paper the
me jt
Temps
ciiijjs aiaico
states that
mui , uiipuanvavic
unshakeable twjunj
loyalty to
iv mv.the throne.” This
^ ...«
him than his labor with us. we should also
passage from Liverpool of 14 days, including the French and British fleets in the Mediter- communication closed with the information neighbors, have on their hands an internal town.
iiu|ebied fe
The contents of the Factory being of a have added that the gentleman who has for
her stoppage at Halifax. By her we have re ranean were in progress of reduction, the . that it would be the last addressed to M. Olo- war, which threatens to be more serious
some
months
past
assisted
us
in
our
editorial
than
either
of
the
other
two.
It
is
to
be
hop

highly
combustible
character,
the
flames
ceived our files of papers, from Liverpool to former by six, and the latter by eight ships of zaga on the part of Christina.
lrt8dayfor1
ed, however, that the active interference of spread with the greatest rapidity, and soon department, has also withdrawn his services •
the 4th, and from London to the 3d inst. be the line.
the government, and the obvious necessity communicated to two large blocks of dwell we have therefore associated with us Phineing 12 days later than those received by the
(
erei?«Disp<
The Cork Examiner announces the con
[ F rom the New-York Tribune.]
the people will find themselves under of sup ing houses, one of which was joined to the has Barnes, Esq. in the editorial conduct of
Great Western.— Boston Daily Advertiser.
version of Lord and Lady Holland to the
itialcare ov
the
paper.
porting the regular authorities, will soon put Factory.
The expectations of an heir to the throne Roman Catholic faith. This event took place
LATE F ROM MEXICO.
vauderers h <
In forming this new arrangement, we are
The Factory itself was entirely consumed
Were becoming daily more eager, in encoura lately at Rome.
The barque Anahuac, Capt. Wilson, ar- down these self-constituted Regulators and
enabled
to
have
the
constant
aid
of
a
gentle

Moderators.
sii)«strang<
together
with
the
greater
portion
of
the
tools
ging every rumor, which promised the imme
The eldest son of the King of Sardinia is rived at this port yesterday in thirty-four
For some time past, as we remarked in our and machinery, and a large amount of valua man of large and varied attainments, and who
diate prospect of the event.
about to be married to the Archduchess Ad- j days from Vera Cruz, whence she brings a
)p
ie.
will be always at hand to seize upon the
Sir Charles Bagot, the Governor General elaide of Austria.
j large quantity of specie, etc. to P. A. Har- paper of last week, the parlies in Eastern ble stock.
lliB«elheob
most
interesting
topics
of
discussion,
and
to
Texas,
known
as
the
Regulators
and
Moder

Mr. Emerson was insured upon the build
of Canada, and the North American Provin
Election of
„ Daniel O'Connell, Lord Mayor
„
gous. To the politeness of Capt. Wilson we
Llestle‘,icr
ators, have been indulging in seditious broils ing, at the Merchant’s Insurance Office, in give to our press the very age and body of
ces, had returned to England, was still in of Dublin. On
(' the 1st inst., at a meeting of are indebted for files of Mexican papers.
al
London on the 3d, and had an interview with the newly elected corporation of Dublin, it,i The ascendency of Santa Ana appears to and feuds—committing retaliatory acts of this city, for about $4000. Mr. Sewell was the time, the freshness which a daily paper
ought to breathe.
In this exciting period
Lord Stanley at the Colonial office on the 2d. was decided to proceed to the choice of Lord i' be pretty thoroughly established.
He was outrage upon the lives and property of thé insured upon his tools and machinery, at the
oiirhea'18 ’
when public sentiment ts flying over the
Kjhasblesse
Conspiracy in Belgium. A conspiracy Mayor. After the nominations ot the two1 proclaimed President of the Republic at Vera citizens; rendering the peace and security of same office, for about $1000. The stock
world on the wings of steam by means of the
V>1
having for its object the reunion of Belgium candidates, Daniel O’Connell, Esq. and Sir i Cruz
on the 10th ult. after some fighting, the community precarious in the extreme. which was consumed, was owned by Messrs.
of the wk
press,
and
when
the
public
is
multiplying
its
The
violent
measures
of
each
party
have
at
Floyd, Packard & Co. and was worth about
! but the opposition was entirely at an end beand Holland, had been detected in Brussels. Edward BurrOiigh—
has
poure<
demands
upon
the
press
in
an
unexampled
length,
we
are
informed,
provoked
the
gov

$1000. This was not insured.
The Chairman put the question, when fore the Anahuac sailed, on the 13lh.
The
The cities of Ghent, Bruges and other por
The four dwelling houses which were en manner, there is need for the exercise of con
} treasury <
tions of Belgium engaged in manufactures, there appeared about forty voles for Mr. O’-! Revolution may be regarded as virtually com- ernment of Texas to active measures for
their suppression, and the Col. comman tirely consumed front upon Bartlett street. stant vigilance and unwearied exertion to
having lost by the revolution their trade with Connell, and not more than seven or eight plefed.
¡Jfiil to pi'on
dant
of the militia of St. Augustine county, They were owned by J. P. Stone, grocer, of meet the craving appetite for novelty and in
agamst
him.
the new Colonies, have long been in a state
The official ‘ Boletin ’ is mainly occupied
aland tewp'
telligence.
Never,
at
any
period
of
the
has
received
orders
to
draft
two
hundred
Charlestown,
and
were
occupied
by
numer

The
new
Lord
Mayor
then
subscribed
the
of disaffection towards the new Government,
with dry orders to officers in the several de
i
in«re bea
world,
has
the
public
mind
been
so
much
ex

men
to
quell
the
traitorous
factions.
There
ous
Irish
families,
who
were
able
to
save
on

which was on the point of breaking out when declaration provided by the act of Parliament partments and reports from them. They
pity of ot
the plot was discovered and brought to. an and ascended the chair amid great applause. present little of importance. The following will no doubt be some bloodshed in the event ly a portion of their effects. The buildings cited as at the present, nor has there ever
||y be imaj
end.
For some minutes the cheering was contin Manifesto of the leaders in the Revolutionary of an encounter. The militia may be joined were valued at about $4000, and were part been such a diffusion of popular and useful
knowledge among all classes of men. The
The insurrection, at the head of which ued, but the greatest good humor prevailed movement, however, we have deemed worthy by the Regulators, but it is believed that the ly insured.
¡manner in
great
mass
of
the
people
in
this
country
must
Moderators will be routed out. The object
The ntght was exceedingly stormy, and
were Generals Vandersimpers and Vander- on all sides.
of translation, viz:
which primarily brought the Regulators to the suffering of the poor families who were have their curiosity gratified, and often and
His Lordship returned thanks to the coun
mere, was to have taken place on the 31st
PLAN OF GOVERNMENT,
gether, was the honorable wish to rid the thus driven into the open air with their chil regularly: anil the standard of the pressHssd
ult., but on the day before, its discovery was cil for the high honor they had conferred up
Approved by the Generals Santa Ana, community of the more inveterate of a large dren in their arms is said to have been dread high, that it requires something more than
on
him.
He
acknowledged
the
kind
and
made known by the arrest of a number of
¡devices to
Valencia and Paredes.
the repetition of other men’s thoughts, or a
band of loafers, rowdies, and gamblers, who fully severe.
persons, among whom was the Intendent of conciliatory manner in which his nomination
|h are the
naked
exhibition
of
facts,
to
meet
and
gratify
were
residing
in
their
midst,
and
sadly
injur

A
rticle
I.
The
supreme
power
shall
be
The sides of the street are covered with
'îlïê’Maréchaussée, and by the seizure of a was opposed by Aiderman Butt on the part
t|s observed
of his political opponents, and he was pro vested in a National Assembly, to be chosen ing the interests of the community, by their small particles of soiled and broken furniture, the laudable curiosity which is so lively and
quantity of arms and ammunition.
ungoverned
and
lawless
conduct.
y are the of
with here and there a poor woman wrapped extensive.
The Generals above named were found in ceeding at considerable length to point out by the People as soon as the Capital of the
Labor and thought must therefore be ap
The Moderators have risen into distinction in a blanket or a tattered cloak, and soaked
Lgthen
their concealment, it having at first been sup to the assembly the duties which would im Republic shall be freed from the presence of
posed they had fled, and were arrested. It mediately devolve upon them, when Mr. rulers who have violated the Social Compact by opposing all the acts of the Regulators ; in with rain, standing sentry over the little rem plied by the conductors of our newspapers
iuence. H
far beyond what was required or displayed a
was thought that nothing farther would re Askins, Mr. O’Connell’s tailor, entered the and usurped all the powers of Government— their ranks are this band of desperadoes. nant of her worldly effects.
few
years
ago
;
whole
volumes
are
now
con

Both
parties
are
large
in
numbers,
and
com

Legislative,
Executive
and
Judicial.
e many* on 1
house
with
a
rich
crimson
velvet
robe,
orna

If
there
ever
was
a
case
demanding
the
sult from this attempt, so decidedly checked
Art. II. The National Assembly, at its prise a great portion of the inhabitants. sympathies of the public we think this must tained in a single sheet, and men who have
feo lias beei
in its inception.
Ramifications of the con mented with satin bows, and presented it to
.«piracy existed among the discontented at the new Lord Mayor, who excited some first meeting, shall designate the citizen most They have regularly chosen Captains and be one.— We know not the precise number devoted their lives to literary pursuits are
low citizens
commanders ; their discipline, too, is based of families burnt out, but it cannot be less now sought to give interest and value to the
by
his .........
virtuesand
heroic
laughter by his awkward manner of putting distinguished
------ o
j
—............- --------------- servi.
Antwerp, Bruges, Ghent and Liege.
hlic affairs,
volumes
of
a
daily
press.
Lord Ellenborough, the newly appointed it on. When dressed the assembly rose, and ces to the Republic to discharge, ad interim, on an arbitrary and military code. When than eight or ten.—Boston Daily Mail.
in sanctions
The editorial department of many newsthe duties of Chief Magistrate. Secondly, it ever a band of either party meet together, a
Governor General of India, was to leave cheered him for several minutes.
ie ceretnonie
After some further remarks from the Lord shall select twenty-four Citizens, one from battle ensues, and they carry off their prisoners
Fire at St. John, N. B. We learn from papers in our country contain essays and dis
England for Calcutta on the 6th.
each Department, to act as the Council of the in triumph to their head quarters. So has Mrs. Whidden of Calais, who came passen cussions which would give their writers rank
Fire in the Tower of London. On Mayor, the meeting adjourned,
dazzle and
Lieut. Littlehales, commanding the British Provisional Executive ; said Committee to the battle been hitherto waging, and so it ger in the Eastern stage, that a few hours with the authors of the Rambler, the Tattler
Saturday night, Oct. 30, a tire broke out in
ilheir moral
and
the
Spectator,
and
the
labor
and
thought
would
continue
—
only
increasing
in
the
num

previous to her leaving in the stage, the mail
the armory of the Tower which was in the Brigantine Dolphin on the coast of Africa, off! be replaced by elections in the several DeLies, and to
Wf.
r,;r,,, ob...«
partmentsafter
after the
the enmnlete
complete estahlishment
establishmentnf
of ber of combatants—were not a stop put to it from St. John, N. B. arrived, the driver of they elicit are sufficient to adorn the annals
captured »Im
the Brazilian
slave i.nt-L.»!
vessel nartments
magnificent building called the grand Store Whydash,
by
the
Government.
It
is
but
the
other
day
, je letters of
which reported that he left that city in the of literature and science. If any one would
house. The small armory with its contents, Firme, of 179 ions, by boarding her from a Liberty.
Art. III. The Provisional Executive will that a professional gentleman, by the name heat of the largest fire ever experienced there. be impressed strongly with this fact, let him
consisting of a great quantity of arms and cutter and gig with the loss of two men kill
i) intelligent
trophies of various kinds captured from for ed. The Firme was direct from Bahia, and take measures for the immediate convocation of Dr. Butler, while riding near Shelbyville, The fire took in a sail-loft, and immediately turn back to the papers published forty years
mpleand tin
eign enemies, and 200,000 stand of arms was had just made the land. She was a new ves of the new National Assembly, prescribing was attacked by one of these parties, and his spread and destroyed twenty four vessels ly ago, even in Boston or New York. The
dies seem a|
destroyed. The building was of brick and sel, built at Baltimore, and had regular papers such rifles as are proper and necessary, anil horse shot from under him and himself ing al North and South Market Wharves. man is now living, who published the first
guided by those established by the Congress wounded. As to the amount of citizens they The splendid new Market House, with sev newspaper ever issued in Maine, fifty-six
orms presc ri
hewn stone, 345 feet in length and 60 feet in proving her to be Brazilian property.
have taken from their pursuits in life, and eral Banks, the Mayor’s Office, and a large years ago. It was about the size of a sheet
of 1823.
breadth, ami on the lower floor of it was the
ower. Thei
France. The reduction of the army was
of foolscap, and is made up of extracts from
Art. IV. The powers of the new Nation made prisoners, it is impossible to ascertain. and important part of the city were burnt.
small armory. The fire broke out at half going forward in all quarters,
The new orsed and en
al Assembly shall be adequate to the wants There has been, however, a rumor in town
past 10, under the cupola of the Round Tow
From this account, the fire must have other papers, giving dates a fortnight and
der appears to be a medium belween the of the Nation, and such as shall fully provide that the Moderators had made a capture of
om the hea
er. '1 he alarm was immediately spread, and peace ami war footing.
originated upon the old burnt district, and three weeks old from New-York and Boston
thirteen. We hope that sufficient and ample most of the principal buildings destroyed as the “ latest intelligence.” Such a print
for its future security and happiness.
allowed err
great excitement prevailed. The tower en
Delaroche, the editor of the National, had
Art. V. The Provisional Executive shall provisions will be made by the Texas Gov must have been new. St. John does really would not now be tolerated in the meanest
gines were immediately brought to the spot,
lengthened,
been again brought before the Tribunal for
and soot) after other engines from the city, attacking the King’s inviolability ; but the be responsible to the first Congress for all his ernment for their entire extermination, and seem to be a doomed city, as this is the third village of our land ; and yet this, at that time
(superior ar
acts, especially for those undertaken to secure in the mean time, we have to wish every suc fire, destroying each time much valuable published weekly, was for several years the
but it was. with difficulty they could be
jury found a verdict of “ not guilty.”
lotions
of th
only
paper
in
the
State.
How
different
the
cess
to
the
patriotic
citizens
of
San
Augus

Peace and Good Order; and we declare void
brought to bear upon the height of the Round
property, which has been experienced there
A report that Louis Phillippe had offered from this moment every thing that may be tine county.—Nachitoches Herald.
task of an editor now is, from the mere me
Tower.
ahilated to
within
a
comparatively
short
period.
We
his mediation between England and this contrary to Religion, to National Indepen
It was at first hoped that the destruction
cannot but hope this account is exaggerated, chanical operations of that period, the most
uppiness. f
country, was current in the best informed dence, to Individual Security and to all that
Texan Expedition to Santa Fe. Ad- but if so it must have been by the mail driver unreflecting may understand.
might be confined to the Round Tower, but
.onion of th
We shall endeavor to keep our paper up to
vices from Galveston to the 31st ult. receiv from St. John, as our informant is of the
constitutes a Government truly Liberal.
it soon communicated to the roof of the
Arrests continue to be made of persons ac
levout thank,
Art. VI. All the acts of Gen. Antonio ed by way of New Orleans, bring intelligence highest respectability, and had the best op the standard of the times and furnish daily
Armory.’ It was soon found a hopeless at
cused of being implicated in the plot connect
re those wh<
Bustamente are declared void from the mo of the arrival of the Texan Santa Fe expedi portunity to obtain the information correctly, such a variety of intelligence and amusement
tempt to save that building, and attention was
ed with, or said to he connected with, the late !
ment that, in violation of his duty as Presi tion at its place of destination, after a severe which the driver brought. We shall proba as may suit the tastes and gratify the curiosity
directed to saving as many of the armsand
laces
ol our
attack upon the King’s sons. The peers j
dent of the Republic, he usurped despotic journey, and encountering hordes of hostile bly receive slips this evening, giving the par of this pleasure seeking, reading loving, won i Esto perp
valuables as possible. At 20 minutes past 1 1.
were to meet about the middle of this month :
der working age.—Portland Adv. lUhinst.
power, constituting himself Dictator and Indians whom they had to fight through.
the flames were issuing from every part ol
and the trial of Quenisset and his companions maintaining his authority by the bayonets of The people and authorities of Santa Fe treat ticulars.—Bangor Jfhig of Saturday.
r iod the
the roof, and soon shot upto an alarming
would come on towards its close.
Maine Farmer. The spirited proprietor |I ha<a
his soldiery ; and we also declare void all the ed the expedition with great respect, and ex
height. At 1 o’clock the Clock Tower fell in
Fire. The large wooden factory building
with a tremendous crash. Great efforts were
Spain. The difficulties in Spain appeared acts which have empowered him to continue tended towards them all the |hospitalities belonging to the Union Manufacturing Co., of this long established paper, proposes
j ( before d
made for the preservation of the White Tow to be drawing more and more towards a con the spilling of blood in a civil war, defending their rude manners were capable qf.
situated in Claremont New Hampshire, was make some important change in its
The subsidy or rather loan of $24,000 in entirely destroyed by fire on Saturday night size. The new series to be publishedIp good“v<
a cause purely personal, in defiance of the
er and the Church of St. Peter, which proved clusion.
successful.
The Madrid Gazette of the22d ult. publish general voice of the People and Army. The specie from the Yucatecos, had arrived at last, together with most of its machinery and ly, on a large folio sheet, containing, bes. _ ’ I 4>le?°a
The Jewel Tower next attracted the atten es a despatch from the Marquis de Rod’ll, responsibility of his acts will extend to the Galveston, and the greatest activity prevailed contents. How the fire originated is not agricultural matter, articles of interest to the !Midehtedness
tion of the authorities; the wind having dated Ameygo, 20th, to the Minister of War, i Minister or Ministers who shall aid him with at the navy yard in fitting out the Austin, the known, but it is supposed to have been occa Mechanic Arts, and a Summary of News,
the festive I
Wharton and the Archer, and the steamship sinned by the friction of some of the machi with general reading. A monthly paper will
somewhat shifted, blew the flames in that di announcing the capture and execution of their signatures in resisting the laws.
mends,
parts
rection, and its destruction appeared inevita Monies de Oca. El Corresponsal publishes
Art. VII. The rights of foreign nations Zavala, for an expedition against Mexico.— nery in the basement story of the main buil also be issued, exclusively made up of agri
and buoyant
ble. On this circumstance reaching the ears a decree issued by the Marquis de Rodd, da will be scrupulously respected, and all exist JV. Y. Jour. Com.
ding, and thence spread rapidly upwards to cultural articles.
We have had personal opportunity to ob necessities of
of the Governor, Major Elrington, he instant ted Burgos, 18th ult., proclaiming a general ing treaties faithfully executed.
wards the roof. The loss is estimated at about
LATEST FROM FLORIDA.
ly directed the warders to break it open at all amnesty to all rebels who should surrender
Art. VIII. Considering that, while the
$20,000—of which $10,000 is insured in this serve the excellent influence, which this pa contribute to
St. Augustine, Nov. 7. The steamer city. The dwelling house of Austin Taylorf per has exerted on the farming interests of
ris-ks, secure the regalia and Crown jewels, within twelve days.
Army and its worthy Generals achieved with
bur own hap
and bring them at once to him. To effect
El Castellano of the 22d nit. states, that a their blood the National Independence, and William Gaston arrived here this morning Esq., on the opposite bank ot the river, took the Stale—particularly where it is best known.
p are t
this crowbars were found to be indispensable. British ship of war v» as despatched from Gib while, until Mexico is free, they alone are ca from Fort Pierce, (Indian River.) By her fire from the cinders from the above, and was Dr. Holmes, the editor, can, and will do, all
that he promises. He is not only an expert 1
Mr. Swift, the master of the Jewel Tower, raltar to aid the Spanish authorities at Valen pable of defending her from the formidable we learn that on Tuesday, the 25th of Octo partially consumed.—Atlas.
k’e kin
in agricultural theory and practice, but his”'
who was sent for, was fouud to be in posses cia, if necessary. The Eco del Commercio evils that menace her, it is to be regretted ber, whilst the Gaston was standing off that
bulky
■
sion of the key of the outer room only, the of the 22d ult. announces the arrest ol Gener that it has not been treated with that defer bar, the pilot boat attempted to go out to her,
A Big Ship. The largest ship ever built skill and taste in mechanics, will make histy
licivirn
other keys to those valuables being in the al Balarca at Carthagena.
El Corresponsal ence which it justly deserves. Measures and was capsized, owing to the surf running was undoubtedly the Baron Renfrew. She paper useful to every class of artisans. The’11,
Strivor
very high, (as there had been a gale blowing was constructed in Canada, and was of solid mechanical department of the paper will fre
possession of the Lord Chamberlain. On states, that General Narvaez, having failed to must be taken to correct this injustice.
gaining an entrance much further difficulty excite an insurrection in the south, had fled
The People, the Nation all appeal to and for several days,) and Mr. U. Ashlock, a boy, timber throughout.
‘»e f<
She measured upwards quently be illustrated by engravings.—Porl^
presented itself in the removal of the strong into Portugal.
conjure the Generals that have this day de and two men belonging to the boat, and sev of fve thousand tons, being nearly double the land Advertiser.
whb pc
iron railing with which the diamonds, etc.
Government had succeeded in raising clare«! themselves against the tyranny, never en U. S. soldiers, were drowned.
measurement of an English seventy-four.
duties an
Immediately after the boat capsized, the She left St. Lawrence for London, and arri
Caution. The Editor ol the Washingto
were surrounded. After a lapse of about 20 money on a lease of the salt mines. The to sheathe their sword until the Nation is ful
that pu
minutes it was effected, and a most, extraor Minister of Finance was engaged in prepar ly restored to its rights. [This Declaration captain of the Gaston had one of its yawl ved at the Downs in safety, after a tolerably nian in his paper of this week, has an article
boats manned by four men, and despatched fair passage.
dinary scene presented itself, the warders ing a new mercantile tariff,concerning which, is without date.]
i'isiianizes
But her draught of water cautioning the public against an individual
A letter of Oct. 14th from Matamoras says, to their assistance; but, unfortunately, their being very great, the pilots were unwilling to bearing the name of “ Daniel Evans, Jr”
carrying crowns, sceptres, and other valua the only remark we find is that “ it will prob
happier r
bles of royally, lietween groups of soldiers, ably be favorable to Great Britain.”
“ Bustamente stills holds out, but it is thought boat met with the same fate, and three of the take her into the river through the western who has contributed rather liberally to the
¿i)nity,ishf
four
men
were
also
drowned.
columns
of
that
paper.
He
was
confined
in
police, firemen, and others, from the Jewel
The Barcelona journals of the 23d ult. con he will compromise, or surrender at discre
channel, and in attempting to carry her round
From Foil Dallas we learn that a scout the Goodwin Sands, and unable to beat up jail at Augusta, and while there, ingratiated I innocent hil
Tower to the Governor’s residence, which is tain a decree by which the Junta place a tion, in a few days more. In the meantime,
had been out from that post twenty-two days, against the strong north wind, she got ashore himself into favor with the editor of the Wash | socialions, I
business is at a stand.”
situate at the very further extremity of the million reals at the disposal of the Regent.
and had not returned at the last advices. It on the Flemish Banks, near Gravelines, ingtonian, and joined the Washington Tem
green. None, however, sustained the slight
Catalona continued perfectly tranquil.
all, all adapt
is supposed they had gone into some other where she was soon broken up by the heavy perance Society. Through the efforts of
est injury, and by dim of most prompt exer
A contribution of 2,600,000 reals has been
Mississippi Bonds. Geo. S. Yerger, Esq. post.
those
who
interested
themselves
in
his
be

tion the Jewel Tower itself was saved.
issued in the city of Vittoria. The citadel of
sea. Nearly all her cargo was saved—rafts
■The Bos
At 2 o’clock the fire was at its greatest Pampeluna has surrendered ; and the troops an eminent jurist of Mississippi, has lately
A scout left Fort Pierce on the 3d instant, of great size were made of her lumber, and half, he was liberated by the Governor. He
and Fashion
height, and at 3 it began to subside. The are stationed in cantonments along the whole published an elaborate opinion on the liabili for an examination of the country.
went
to
Boston,
violated
his
pledge,
and
was
towed into France or into the river Thames.
main building of the Tower was in great line of the Navarrese frontier. Two compa ty of that State for the payment of her Bonds
The post at New Smyrna has been aban Some of these rafts contained from 15 to found drunk in the streets. The editor of ^monthly hi
executed
and
sold
for
the
benefit
of
the
Udanger, and copious streams of water were nies are occupying the village of Urdax.
doned, and the troops have all removed to 20,000 cubic, feet of lumber. On the top of the Washingtonian has made some inquiries
regular daj
poured into it in every direction, and it was
The regent was to have left Vittoria on the nion Bank. Mr. Yerger states that he inves Fort Pierce.
one of them, which was towed to London, in regard to his former course ol life and gives
of the work
tigated
the
question
in
a
legal
point
of
view
not until 4 or 5 o’clock that all danger of a 27th for Biscay. Letters of the same date
The prospect of the war being brought to was the foremast of this mammoth ship. It the following as the result
I plated to s
“
The
results
of
my
enquiries,
and
of
wiy
further spread of the conflagration was at an from Bilboa state that that city is perfectly only, and that the result has been a clear a close this winter is very flattering.
was a single tree of 90 feet in length, and of
and decided conviction that the State is legal
gay- The
end. The value of the property destroyed tranquil.
St. Augustine, Nov. 5. There has been surprising diameter. It was regarded with knowledge of him, cojmpel me to believe that
he is destitute of honor or honesty—-that there
was supposed to exceed a million sterling.
The English press is nearly unanimous in ly bound to pay them.
cellany to i
a
heavy
storm
on
the
Southern
coast
of
the
great
admiration,
as
a
noble
specimen
of
the
To pay or not to pay, is the pivot upon
is no crime which he has nbt committed, and ; propriate.
The packet ship George Washington arri attributing the late Spanish insurrection to
Peninsula,
which
seems
to
have
been
felt
as
white
pine
of
North
America.
—
Boston
Jour.
ved at Liverpool Oct. 25, in 16 days from French agency, and even directly to Louis which the Mississippi State elections are far North as Tampa. At Key West the wa
that he would readily take the life of his best
article,—“
New York, with papers to the 9th, contain Philippe. Some of them announce that a turning this year—the Whigs maintaining ter came up into the streets, the inhabitants
Life in the West. We learn from the friend, if there was the least inducement for
that
the
State
is
bound
by
every
obligation
Edward E
ing reports of the commencement of the trial French army is collecting on the borders of
him
to
do
so.
A
more
abandoned,
black

going
about
in
canoes.
St. Louis New Era, that a meeting of gentle
of McLeod. The Acadia arrived on the 29th, Spain. The Spanish soldiers as they cross of honor and justice to pay these Bonds,
The storm at Punta Rosa was tremendous. men recently took place at Peoria, Ill. to or hearted wretch never went unhung. „ H^bas - ¡Refusal, 4
having left Boston on the 16th, and carried the frontier give up their arms and ammuni while the Locofocos hold that it would bt It commenced on the nineteenth of last ganize lor a day’s sport in gunning. The always been a most abandoned, artful scoun
end several
out <he news of his acquittal, and also of the tion, but the officers retain their baggage and the height of folly to do so, a crying shame month and prevailed from ten o’clock at preliminaries having been agreed upon, two drel, and a wicked life was preferable to him.
which bear
and a profligate expenditure of the people’s
sm-render of Grogan. The trial was imme arms.
Believing
that
the
individual
is
capable
of
in

night until three. The whole country was Captains were selected, who afterwards pick
money
!
Such
is
Locofoco
Democracy,
in
is embellisl
diately published in extenso in the London
This army is said to amount to 30,000 men.
inundated. Four companies of soldiers were ed seventeen men, each ; and a supper for calculable mischief, it is my hope that he may
papers.
"The Cai
The right wing under Gen. Harispe consists its beauty and simplicity.
stationed there, and, with other persons, the whole company was to be paid by the lo soon be in custody of proper men.”
The result of the Mississippi elections, will numbered about two hundred and fifty.
The Globe in commenting upon the result of 16,000, and the left under Gen. Castellane
print of F
sing
party.
The
hunt
came
off
on
Wednes

ol the trial of McLeod, remarks as follows :— of 14,000, but the French papers state that it proclaim to the world which is in the ascen They retreated to the highest spot, the hos day last, and each party produced their game
Colonial Timber.
We perceive it is
a
colored
As regards the other part of the case, name will be really maintained as merely an army dency in that State, honesty or rascality.— pital, which came at last to be knocked up by 11 o’clock at night. The party under stated in the Liverpool papers that the value
- will be giv
Knoxville Register.
ly, that which involves the seizure, detention, of observation.
of
Canadian
and
New
Brunswick
timber
by the waves. Trunks, money, and papers, command of Capt. Howall, was victorions,
ber of the
and trial of McLeod, after the British Gov
A letter found upon Gen. Don Diego Leon
all have been lost.
having 537, and Capt. McCoy’s party 475 has fallen notwithstanding all the efforts ot
ernment had adopted the responsibility of the in his own hand writing, and which alone
the Legislature to keep it up by protecting
Captains
McLaughlin
and
Burke
have
re

or more pe
birds
and
squirrels.
The
greatest
number
SHIP BUILDING.
matter, for an alleged part in which he was furnished sufficient evidence for his condem
cently passed through the Everglades. They killed by any one person was 79—the lowest, duties. The decline on some descriptions is
ed, and ar
Maine
leads
the
States
in
the
matter
of
apprehended, and his detention after his libe nation, has been published since his execu
entered a part at Key Biscayne and Indian 30. The game consisted chiefly of geese not less than forty per cent., and in colonial XProf. G. J.
ration was demanded, we apprehend the tion. It w’as the draft of a letter to Espartero, Ship building. In the year ending 30th Sept. Key, and came out to the north of Cape Ro
shipping
fully
as
great.
In
consequence
ol
ducksand squirrels ; quails not being deemed
American Government will be disposed to giving him notice that he was about to as 1840, the whole number of vessels built in the man. In their course they visited Che-ki-ka’s
this state of things many of the timber ship3
timber co
award reparation to the individual, and satis sume the command of the Spanish army, at United Slates was 871, and total Tonnage Island, discovered a lake with several islands worthy of a shot. Of other game, there were will not perform a second voyage this year,
Py Hoursone
sandhill
cane,
three
racoons,
and
one
thereof was 118,309 Tons. Of these vessels in it, destroyed a field of corn of about forty
faction to his government. There has been the command of Queen Christina.
ty Barry (
possum. Capt. McCoy signalized himself by but be laid up to the spring, when it is to ba
no indisposition on the part of the American
The Paris papers publish a correspondence there were built in
hoped
that
the
financial
state
of
the
Mother
acres, and saw five or six Indians.—Savannah shooting the biggest goose ever seen there.
ration
of i
181 Tonnage
authorities to admit the principle of McLeod’s between M. Olozaga the Spanish Minister in Maine,
38,956 Republican.
The Gazette says,—“those who witnessed Country will be such as to afford better pr**
113
17,811
non-reponsibi1ity under such circumstances. Paris, and Queen Christina. The first letter Massachusetts,
We
hai
ces
than
at
present.
—
Halifax
Post.
the exploit, say that when it fell it shook the
111
They referred his detention to the peculiari of this correspondence is from the Spanish Mary land,
11,736
with pleas
A New Scheme. A young man in the
109
ty of their constitution, which prevented Minister, requesting of the Ex-Queen a dis New Jersey,
6,791 employ of the Post Master at Frederick, ground for miles around.”
in New L
Gov.
McDonald
of
Georgia,
in
his
message
103
them from at once interfering to effect his tinct disavowal of having granted her author Pennsylvania,
8,135 Trumbull county, Ohio, has been arrested
to the legislature proposes to. remedy the dis
doubt not
72
liberation, without violating the independence ity and influence to the rebels in Spain, to be New York,
13,786 for robbing the mail. In order to avoid be
The recent disastrous speculations in flour orders in the currency by establishing a ®,n*
In New Hampshire there were built but 6 ing detected, he had been in the practice of
of the state within the jurisdiction of which transmitted in a despatch to Madrid the next
does so i
have nearly brought down all the Western gle State Bank with branches, and suffer111»
he was charged with an offence, and to whose day.
Sh’Ps an^ two brigs) Tonnage opening letters, taking out genuine bank
®geand
si
Banks,
and
although
the
Millers
by
stopping
the charters of the other Banks to expire
tribunals he was amenable. This, however,
The Secretary of Christina sent back for
notes they contained, replacing them with work have succeeded in forcing flour to $7,
"Publish
without
renewal.
though sufficient to induce the British Gov answer, that she did not “ think proper to re
The class of vessels, is as follows, 97 Ships, counterfeit, and then forwarding the letter.
yet sales cannot be effected at these rates to
ernment to postpone the imperative demand ply to bis strange communication, in which 109 Brigs, 378 Schooners, 224 Sloops, and 63
protect the enormous amount of drafts run
f ÖMti
for bis instant liberation, by no means bars the facts were mis-stated and her Majesty’s Steamboats. Total as before mentioned, 871.
Hogs. Over one hundred hogs averaging ning upon the city ; and the Rochester Banks
The British ship Queen, from Englan^
iggsare
its claim to satisfaction for the violation of words falsified.”
Of the Steamboats 25 were built in Ohio, 8 one hundred pounds each, were sold in Cin are reeling under the amount already thrown
.. St. John, worth $90,000, was lost on the Sea
international law involved in such detention ;
To this M. Olozaga replied in a dignified in New York, 8 in Missouri__ Exeter News cinnati, on the 12th inst. at from $1 25 to
York-ah
back upon them, and heavy sums are coni-j
 Islands last week. Vessel and most of ti#
nor McLeod’s claim to reasonable reparation and respectful note, which called forth an- Letter.
$1 37 per head.
stantly maturing.—.New York Herald.
I cargo lost, crew saved.—Eastport Sentinel*
for the

FOREIGN NEWS.
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sJennebunk gazette.
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ii|1tul^Ore Profiiilij^HANKSGiviNG. Blessed be the memories
entletn;inevv|'110llli«i)he P‘*grim Fathers, to whose piety we
lsu '1 Us in o'! ^’nde^ted f°r tlle institution of this honor'v'ilHlra\vn |f1Sse%^
It was meet lor them to set
lheal>er
a da-v f°r Thanksgiving and Praise to the
1 ')lla* conj^preign Dispenser of Good, for His prov( tial care over and signal mercies to them
v "rangem*-.
panderers from their native shores—stran-

in a strange land and among a savage
ffid to seize3 u^*‘ )le. It is no less incumbent on us to
ilinue the observance of that day, and, in
?.n"e «nd u
aplés dedicated to the service of the Most
ll,ls
h, as well as at our family altars, to lift
rT 18 ^"8 * pur hearts in sincere gratitude to Him,
lu I?.an! ’neansiijp lias blessed our land above all other por!
'-c 18 ,n,l|iii’ijiii
s of the wide spread earth, and to its peoiXtl" 8n "hesi*
l,e ^nrcisei1 has poured out, without measure, from
1 treasury of good gifts, whatever was
ell»e for novelty aili> dful to promote their best interests—spirul. n ily period of J I and temporal.
,n,n(l
2n ’n°rhas dlei9; i more beautiful exemplification of the
plicity of our republican institutions can
1 e asses of men. ? lly be imagined, than that presented in
thisC011|tttn manner in which this, our great religious
«‘’«’'Hand ol,
a,1(»«nl of the U ival./^-¿««rved. How different from the
! 80mell>ing iW ’ig2//r^^^àiSimpGRing^hows and nurnberer men’s though j devices to amuse or awe the multitude,
«cts, lo meet am) J tch are the attendants of the religious fes' Which is 80 liJjJ
,ls observed in the old world!
There,
y
are
the
offspring
of
the
few,
designed
to
:
therefore lh
ors of our ncwJjngthen monarchical power and clerical
’required or disJ uence. Here, the voluntary offering of
le volumes are
many, on a day designated by a citizen
iet, and men who hi
o
invested, by his
10 lilerary Rh has
. . been temporarily
. , ,
unerest and value ||p w cnizens, with t‘,e supervision of the
ress.
.
ilic affairs,
and in accordance with a ctisHment of many tin 1 sanctioned by the whole people, There,
y contain essays«#
bl give their wriitoii ceremonies of the occasion are calculated
he Rambler, ih?i(;^azz^e and mislead a population ignorant
nd the labor and i^.hei renerai and intellectual powers and
'nt to adorn thet^jes/and to bind still stronger upon them
n< e. Il any one < |elter8 of servilirv and ignorance. Here,
ly with this fact,lei/. ...
. r
,
•ers publishedforivv’,nte lgent and free Pe0Ple «nite m such
n or New York. V*ple and unostentatious services as co themwlio published (loves seem appropriate, without reference to
»tied in Mitine, Iiiij5ms prescribed by civil or ecclesiastical
ibout the sizeol a
rr»
,
» ■
»ale up of
There>11,0
only 1S ex<”; dales a forlni«hed and enlivened. Here, the offering is
n New-York and fam the heart—its best affections, its most
ligeuce.” Snclup||owei| emotions, are called forth and
oleiated in ■engt|ien-ed. How dissimilar and how vastana yet this, at ibair
.
.
,
n ,
vas for several wisuPe, lor are our institutions to those of the
tale. How rfiffeaitions of the old world. How much better
w is, from the Maculated to promote man’s prosperity and
of that period, ihtu.ppiness. Surely, if the dwellers on any
nlerstand.
jr to keep our papers’ rtion of the habitable globe have cause for
times and furnisM '’out thanksgiving and heartfelt praise, they
telligenceandaiiKjB those whose lot has fallen in the pleasant
:s and gratifyibetti, lces of our ovvll New-England.
ting, reading toinp,
Portland ÁI1W Esto perpetua ” to this festival, say we.
<iod thus to acknowledge the bounties
The spirited
al ^,e hands of a beneficent Fa[ished paper,-before
rï°°d f°r .^i_
ie recipients ot His ...»
unnt
>ood
ovors
to
devote
a portion of secudes to bepnIWw,
.
_
' hfos 0 a toview of His mercies and their
articles of interest lo lebtedness. It is good to gather around
i| a Summary offestive board, and, with kindred and
ig. A
partake of His gifts with glad hearts

Buckfield High School. We have re
Black Representative.
The papers j Rhode Island. The Constitutional Conceived the “ Catalogue of the Buckfield High ,state that
town of Townsend,
there
be- vention of this State has formed a Constitu
... > .i
----- ’ i...
,
ing
some difficulty in the choice of Repre tion which corrects some of the defects of
School and Lyceum:—For three terms;
sentative at the late election, in consequence the old Charter by which that State has been
1841.” In the Gentlemen’s Department there of some scattering votes thrown by abolition governed. The representation is more equal
are one hundred and five students, and in the ists, both political parties united in the choice ly apportioned between the several towns;
Ladies’, fifty-six,—-total one hundred and six of a respectable colored man, as the represen no change with regard to the Senate. Pub
ty-one. Rev. Cyril Pearl is Principal and tative of the town at the next Legislature. lic schools are to be established. The elec
The person chosen was formerly a slave, but tive franchise is only extended to holders of
is aided by a male and a female assistant. The ran away from his master in Boston, and has personal property to the value of $500, who
plan of the Institution is in some respects resided in Townsend several years, where he shall have paid taxes on the same for two
years, and taken away from sons of freehol
different from that on which most of our has accumulated some property.
The Free American states, that thirty or ders, as such, except those already admitted.
Academies are conducted, and we should
forty years ago, a colored man represented
think was well calculated to render it practi one of the western towns in this State sever
Mississippi Election. The loco-focos
cal and useful. The Institution is furnished al years.—Quincy {Mass.) Patriot.
have probably carried every thing in Missis
sippi. The Vicksburg Whig of the 8th inst.
with apparatus for illustrating Astronomy,
More Lecturers. The Portsmouth Wash has returns from 28 Counties, in which the
etc. etc., a Cabinet of Geological specimens,
ingtonian gives the following information of Whigs have only 1000 majority, and adds :
etc., ami a Library.—There is no Winter the labors of a Portland Washingtonian in
“ We are free to say, with the lights now
term the present year. The Spring term York county :
before us, that things look rather squally for
“ We have had a missionary, Richard Cutts our side of the house. We fear that honesty
commences the first week in March.
Sawyer, doubtless well known in Portsmouth, is below par in Mississippi, and that a majori
The Self Instructor, and Journal of laboring at the Bar Mills, and appearances ty of the people think it a much easier matter
the Universal Luceum. is the title of a new warrant me in saying that his efforts have to swear off an honest debt than to pay it.
not been in vain. Mr. S. the venerable apos Unless our friends in North Mississippi have
publication, to be issued in monthly numbers tle
, from Portland, lectured on Wednesday done better than we have, we are very badly
of twelve pages each, at fifty cents per an- evening
<
last, at the school house at the Bat- beaten, and the whole loco-foco ticket is
num. It will be published simultaneously at Mills Village on the Hollis side. The audi elected.”
was more numerous than the house
New-York, and at the Lyceum village, Berea, ence
'
could easily contain.”
UNCURRENT MONEY IN BOSTON.
Ohio. It is designed to furnish lessons on
science and scientific intelligence, and inter
esting lessons for the art of reading in schools
and families. Mr. Holbrook, the editor, has
devoted many years to the subject of education, and is abundantly qualified to render
the work useful and interesting.

Fire at South Berwick. A fire was
idiscovered on the night of the 16th inst., at
half past twelve o’clock, in S. B. which con
sumed the barn, 1 yoke of oxen, 3 cows, and
‘from 12 to 15 ions of hay, corn-fodder, etc.,
I
belonging
to Mr. John Cooper of that town.
The cause of the fire is unknown—loss prob
ably $500 ; no insurance. Mr. Cooper is a
Merry’s Museum. We have received the very hard working, temperate, prudent, and
farmer, on whom the loss will bear hea
Jfovember number of this interesting and use- good
i
ful periodical for young folks. It is embel vily.
lished with a very neatly colored engraving—
A Cutting Retort. A gentleman walk
the Rhinoceros—and with several cuts in the ing near Oxford was met by some students of
text. It contains, also, one page of music, the University, one of whom addressed him
prepared expressly for the publication. The with,
‘ Good morning, father Abraham.’
Museum is edited by S. G. Goodrich, Esq.,
‘1 am not father Abraham,’ said he.
the author of “ Peter Parley’s Tales.” Terms
‘ Good morning, father Isaac,’ said a second.
‘ I am not father Isaac,’ was the reply.
$1 50 per annum, in advance. It commen
‘ Good morning, father Jacob,’ said a third.
ces a new year in January.
‘ I am neither Abraham, Isaac, nor Jacob,
New Temperance Paper. Mr. Clement but Saul son of Kish, who went out to seek
his father’s asses, and Io I I have found them.
Webster, of Saco, proposes to publish at
that place, semi-monthly, a paper devoted to
Large Ships. The seventy ships in the
the advancement of the temperance reform, port of New Orleans on the 6ih inst. averaged
One of them was between 8
at the low price of 25 cts. for six months. 552 tons each.
and 900 tons, 7 between 700 and 800, 19 be
Success to the undertaking.
tween 600 and 700, 16 between 500 and 600,
Mr. Crawford’s Appointment. It ap 13 between 400 and 500, and 10 between 300
and 400—only one of these last was under
pears that the Secretary of State received 350 tons, most of them being 390 or therea
positive assurances, from a gentleman of the bouts.
highest character, of Judge McCaleb’s death,
A Typographical Error. The Provi
and that in consequence a gentleman (Mr.
dence Journal, a few days since, alarmed its
Crawford) was appointed to fill the vacancy, readers by announcing an importation of one
circumstances connected with the completion thousand bushels cals ! The next day it qui
of the census in that district rendering the eted their fears by stating that cats should
immediate appointment of a successor neces have been printed oats.
sary. Mr. Crawford was not an applicant for
Fire. We learn that two barns were
the station, but was appointed on the strong struck by lightning on Sunday, the 24th ult.,
evidence of his qualification for the office, in in the town of Brighton, and entirely con
sumed together with all their contents. We
the possession of the State Department.
did not learn to whom they belonged.—
Memorializing the President. Sixty- Skowhegan Clarion, kth inst.
one “ Ministers ot the Methodist Episcopal
Church, within the bounds ot the Maine An
nual Conference,” have recently sent a me
morial to President Tyler, “ respectfully but
earnestly ” beseeching him to emancipate his
slaves!’—It is said the President is the own
er of between seventy and eighty slaves.

[CORRECTED NOVEMBER
MAINE.

Bangor Commercial
Mercantile, ftangor
Calais, at Calais
Washington Co. Bank, Calais
Stillwater Canal, at Orono
City Bank, Portland
Westbrook Bank
Georgia Lumber Co.
Frankfort Bank
Globe Bank, Bangor
Lafayette, Bangor
St. Croix
Agricultural Bank, Brewer
Citizens’, Augusta, new plate
Oxford Bank at Fryeburg
Bangor Bank, old
Bank of Oldtown, Orono
Damariscotta Bank

4
4
6
15
4
—
—
10
10

a
a
a
a
a
a

a
a

Union Academy,

fpAKEN on execution, where’ '*” A in James Blaisdell, of Tamworth, in the county of Strafford, and State
of New-Haqtpshire, is creditor, and will be
sold at Public Auction, to the highest bidder,
on Tuesday, the thirtieth day of NOVEM
BER next, at eleven o’clock in the fore
noon, at the office of Samuel Bradley, Esq.,
in Hollis, in the county of York and Stale of
Maine, all the right in equity of redemption
which Moses Davis, of Holiis aforesaid, gen
VOLUME of bound sheet Music was tleman, had on the fifteenth day of Septemtaken from the front entry of HOR- iI her, A. D. eighteen hundred and thirty-eight,
ACE PORTER, in this village, some five of,
or in and to the following described real essix weeks ago, with the name of C. L. Por i tate situate in Buxton, in the county of York
ter written inside.
Any person who will aforesaid : and beAng the same which Abner
give information of, or return, the volume, Woodsum conveyer to said Moses, by deed,
to the owner, or leave it at the Bookstore, dated on the sixteenth day of October, A. D.
eighteen hundred and tw^ty.three, recorded
shall be generously rewarded.
on the 133d and 134th pa^s of the 114th
3w
Kennebunk, Nov. 27.
Book of the Registry of Deeds for said Coun
ty of York ; and also, which Saumel Hartley,,
in his capacity of guardian, by his deed of
HE public are informed that I was twen the first day of October, A. D. eighteen hun
ty-one years of age the fifteenth day of1 dred and *twfenty, recorded on thb 55th
and 56th pages of the 107th Book of YorR
last August—and of course my earnings are
my own, and such property as I now possess. County Registry of Deeds, conveyed to l\^
said Moses Davis.
Reference being made
AUGUSTUS MADDOX.
to said Deeds so recorded for a particular de
Kennebunk, Nov. 22.
3w
scription of the same premises. Said prem
ises being subject to a mortgage of the same
20.]
made by the said Moses Davis to Dolly Mussey to secure the payment of fifteen hundred
dollars ; which mortgage is recorded in the5 per cent. dis.
do
5
Registry of Deeds aforesaid, to which refer
ENOCH HARDY
do
ence
is. hereby made, and whereon the sum
AS
just
received
a
stock
of
ENGLISH
do
AND AMERICAN DRY GOODS; of fifteen hundred dollars is supposed to be
do
do
CROCKERY AND GLASS WARE; due, with interest from March or April last—
do
5
which right in equity was attached o» the
BOOTS, SHOES, RUBBERS,
do
original writ, in favor of said Blaisdell, against
ETC. ETC. ETC.
do
Also—A good assortment of GROCER said Davis, on the fifteenth day of September,
do
do
IES and PROVISIONS—all of which will A. D. eighteen hundred and thirtv-eight.
15 do
WILLIAM TOWNSON, Deputy Sheriff.
be sold low for cash.
do
Hollis, Oct. 28, A. D. 1841.
3w
Kennebunk, Nov. 20.

- a do
fraud.
closed.
no sale.
charter expired.

Music Book«

A

Take Notice.

T

New Goods

H

Boot & Shoe Store.

HE subscriber would respectfully inform
the citizens of Kennebunk, Kenne
bunk-port, Wells and vicinity, that he
MASSACHUSETTS.
opened a
per cent. dis.
Commonwealth Bank, Boston 50 a
do
Chelsea
80
BOOT AND SHOE STORE
do
Farmers’ & Mechanics’,S.Adams 80
in Kennebunk village, and has taken a stand
do
Nahant, Lynn
80
opposite the store of Alexander Warren,
do
Middling Interest, Boston
15 a 20
do
Middlesex, Cambridge
3a 5
near the Unitarian .Meeting house, where he
do
Newburyport Bank
75
will keep on hand a LARGE AND FASH
do
Fulton Bank, Boston
75
IONABLE ASSORTMENT of BOOTS
Norfolk, al Roxbury, redeemed at their counter.
AND SHOES, and will sell at reasonable
Roxbury, at Roxbury
fraud.
RHODE ISLAND.
prices.
Scituate Bank
20 per cent. d‘s.
(j^r’Tliose who have been in the habit of
VERMONT.
50 a 55 per cent. dis. purchasing in distant places because the arti
Bennington
cle they wished for was not to be found here,
80
do
Essex, Guildhall
would do well to give him a call.
CONNECTICUT.
2 per cent. dis.
Housatonic Rail Road Co.
Also—Wanted a good journeyman Shoe
NEW-YORK.
maker, to whom fair wages will be given.
per cent. dis.
New-York City
1-4
Good recommendations required.
a 3 do
‘
Safety Fund Banks
2
CHARLES HERRICK.
Red Back
1 1-2 a 2 do
Bank of Buffalo
50 a - do
Kennebunk, Nov. 20.
3vv
NEW HAMPSHIRE.

80
per cent. dis.
do
3 a 5

Wolfsborough Bank
Concord Bank

Sheriff’s Sale« ‘
oo

KENNEBUNK.
HE next term of this Literary Institution
will commence on Wednesday, 15th of
December.
Good board can be had on the most reasonable terms. Terrns for tuition as usual.
L. COLBY, Sec’y Trustees.
Kennebunk, Nov. 27.
3w

T

Sheriff’s SaleYork ss.—Nov. 9, 1841.
HipAKEN on execution, and will be sold ai
JL public vendue, on THURSDAY, the
9th day of December, A. D. 1841, at 2 o’clock
has
P. M., at the store of Samuel Adams, Esquire,
in York, in said County, all the right in equi
ty that Mark Hutchins, of said York, had on
the 3d day of July, A. D. 1841, at 5 P. M.
(the day when the same was attached on
mesne process,) of redeeming two lots of
Wood Land and the House in which he now
lives.
Said Land contains about twenty acres
and together with the House is mortgaged to
Jonathan Hutchins and George Simpson, Jr.
of said York, to secure the payment of
$171 37—as may be seen by reference to
York County Registry of Deeds.
Conditions made known at the time and
place of sale.
N. G. MARSHALL, Dep. Shff.
Nov. 13.
3w

Sheriff’s Bale«

EXCHANGE.

Bank Notes, State ofN. Jersey
a 5 pr ct dis.
1
York, ss.—Nov. 4, 1841.
do
do
City of Philadelphia 3 1-2 a
AKEN on execution, and will be sold at
do
City of Ba It ¡more
2 1-2 a 3 do
/fO QTLS. large Cod Fish—for sale by
Auction, on Saturday, the 4th day ot
do
District of Columbia
5
dô
JAMES
LORD.
do
Virginia
5 l-2a6
do
DECEMBER, A. D. 1841, at 2 o’clock in the
Kennebunk,
Nov.
6.
3w
do
23 a —
Old U. S. Bank notes
afternoon, at the store of Joseph Seaward, in
8 fl 8 1-2 prem.
Exchange on England
Kittery, in said county, all the right in equity
SPECIE.
LAPBOARDS for sale by
that Reuben Randall, of said Kittery, had on
$16 00 a $16 25
Spanish Doubloons
JAMES
LORD.
the 29th day of December, A. D. 1840, the
15 75 a 15 80
Mexican
do
Kennebunk, Nov. 13.
4 85 a 4 27
Sovereigns
day when the same was attached on mesne
1
1-2
a
adv.
American Gold
process, of redeeming certain mortgaged land,

Fish.

T

C

The Governor of the State of Georgia has
issued his proclamation appointing the first
lying in said Kittery, consisting of about
BRIGHTON MARKET.
Monday in January next for the election of
twelve acres of land, together with a house
[Reported f^r the Boston Daily Advertiser.]
1 QIÌIÌ UBS. New-York CHEESE ;
two
members» Di
of Congress, to UH
fill the
IWU inciliuül
IIW vacanWCTVUIland shop thereon standing, and is mortgaged
Monday, Nov. 22, 1841.—At market 1400 Beef. JLOW 200 bbls. Genessee FLOUR ;
cies produced by the resignation of Messrs.
to Solomon Williams and____Daniel Frisbee of
Ar\c
Caule, 850 Stores, 6000 Sheep, and 1225 Swine.
400 Bushels Yellow CORAA—just received, said Kittery, by deed, dated
Alford and Nisbet.
February 6th,
Prices—Beef Cattle—Sales were not brisk, and the by
J. CURTIS & Co.
1840, and recorded in York County Registry
prices obtained last week were with much difficulty
Kennebunk, Nov. 13.
Temperance Sermon. A bottle of spuri obtained for a like quality. We quote to correspond.
of Deeds.
ous port wine, being recently analyzed in First quality $5 50 a 6 ; second qualily$4 50 a 5 25 ;
Conditions, etc., at the lime and place of
d buoyant spirits. It is good to relieve the
third
quality
$3
a
4
25.
Collision. A passenger train of cars, New York, was found to contain
Alcohol,
sale.
N. G. MARSHALL, D. Shff.
rrsonnl oppo®/’'cessilies of the destitute, that so we may
Barrelling
Cattle
—
Mess
$4
25
a
4
38
;
No.
1,
is
passing upward,came in contact with a freight 3 oz., cider 4 oz.s sugar là oz., alum 2 sen, $3 a 3 12; and No. 2, $2 50.
influence, whitlitofntnbute to their enjoyment and increase
BLUE
and
Black
Writing
Fluid,
of
a
su

tartaric acid 1 sen, concentrated solution of
Stores—Two year old $8 a 15 , three year old $14
train,
coming
down,
on
the
Worcester
rail

perior quality—for sale, by the dozen or
i the fanning
logwood, 4 oz.
r own happiness. It is good to remember
a
arly where iiisH'i*
road, on Wednesday evening, last week.
D. REMICH.
Sheep—Dull, we noticed one lot ordinary sold for single bottle, by
are
all
brethren
—
that
we
owe
to
each
AKEN on Execution (the
¡di tor, can,
°
‘ XT
Kennebunk,
Nov.’ 13.
The engineers escaped without injury and
Edwards, the Forger. We have seen 60 c, each, a|.,o lots at 88 c. $1, 1 17, 1 33/1 50,1 67,
York, s
same having been attach-«
192
and
2
25.
Heisnotonlf« ^ j1Ss ^e
& kind word, the helping
t o hand and
the engines were not seriously damaged. a letter from Earl Spencer, stating that the
Swine—Lots to peddle 3 1-2 a 3 l-4c. for Sows and
ed on the original Writ) and will he sold at
•ory and praffi“1 “ But
w<sh ;—that every good word and
money obtained from him by the notorious 4 1-2 a 4 3-4c. for Barrows. Al retail 4 1-2 to 5 1-2
Public Vendue, at my store in Kennebunk,
inecbaincsl»ilH^ jj^virtne and will be rewarded, while Several of the passengers were considerably Monroe Edwards, has been refunded through cents.
in said County, on SATURDAY, the Eigh
bruised, by being thrown violently forward the Barings.—Madisonian.
OUTH’S KEEPSAKE,
iwntoHheff^*8 Stravprtby word and action is sin and from their seats, but none of them were seri
teenth day ot December next, nt two o’clock
ANNUALETTE,
TEMPERANCE MEETING.
afternoon, all the right of Redeeming lhe
ed by
* ,e forgotten. He who permits this
Every
bank
in
Buffalo
is
now
down
and
YOUTH
’
S
TOKEN.
There will be a meeting of the Washington
ously injured.
pass away without reflecting upon
All illustrated with handsome engravings, Equity of Redemption which Moses Clark, of
in the hands of the Chancellor. The last of Total Abstinence Society on Sunday (to-mor
Wells, in said County, Esquire, has in and
Fire. The Baptist church, in Bloomfield, the twelve, was placed under an injunction a row) evening next, at half past six o’clock, at and beautifully bound in embossed cambric, to the following Real estate, situated in said
^’gties and obligations—without cherishwith
gilt
edges.
Editor otihe
the Meeting-House of the Second Parish.
U pure and humble gratitude which was destroyed by fire on the afternoon of the few days ago.
The Lady’s Annual Register, and House Wells, and now occupied by the family of
if this week,
Nov. 27.
11th inst. The bell attached to the church,
izes
the
character
and
renders
him
wife’s Almanac, for 1842, containing a great said Moses, and bounded and described in a
Sufferers by the late Storm. The
>lic agaiiisu«**
variety of useful articles on cookery and do Deed from Nathan Clark to said Moses Clark,
,/pier and better member of the com- which cost between $300 and $400, was also Gloucester Telegraph says that $1300 have
HYMENEAL.
mestic management—miscellaneous selections being the same Land and buildings said Mo
ed rather liW , anity, is hardened indeed. Its services, the destroyed, as was a shed, contiguous, with been raised in Salem for the Rockport suffer
in
prose and poetry, etc.—108 pages duode ses conveyed to William A. Hayes, Esq. by
ers,
and
that
in
all
over
$4000
have
been
con

MARRIED
—
In
Kennebunk-port,
by
Rev.
Mr.
'Jjiinocent hilarity which attends it, and its as- its contents—about two tons of hay, some
>per.
his mortgage deed, dated April 25, 1839, and
cimo.
For sale by
tributed
for
their
relief.
Gilbert,
Mr.
S
hadrach
S
tacy
of
Saco,
to
Miss
ni
the right in Equity having been sold on Exe
ll1. while tlrtf
both joyous and saddening—are lumber, and a sleigh.
D. REMICH.
U
rania
H
uff
of
Kennebunk-port.
with tneeimy • .
cution to Walter Littlefield of said Wells
In this town, on Thursday last, by Rev. Mr.
Kennebunk, Oct. 16.
tf
The brig Pilgrim, bound from Thomaston
.led the Wasli;ri a|| a(]aptefj t0 soften and purify the heart.
Ol^A special election has been ordered to to Mobile with a cargo of lime, was burnt at. Mosher, Mr. Joshua Emery, Jr. to Miss Edith
A. WARREN, D. Sheriff.
Through
Kennebunk, Nov. 17, 1841.
be held on the 29th inst. (nextMonday) in the sea. on her passage. Capt. Shephard and McKenny, all of this town.
ted thfin^i1";' -The Boston Miscellany oj Literature
In Hanover, N. H.4th inst. Dr. Edwin Hall,
ted by ll,e
Fashion. The January number of this Congressional district recently represented by crew have arrived at Pensacola, Florida, but of Nobleborough, to Miss Jane E. Curtis, of
no
particulars
of
the
disaster
are
given.
—' ‘
f«;
HE subscribers propose to issue THE
Linn
Banks,
Esq.,
in
Virginia,
to
fill
the
va

Monthly has been issued in advance of the
the former place.
AGE three times a week during the v
co Tip A KEN on execution, and
In
Saco,
2d
inst.
Mr.
Cyrus
Bryant
of
Bidde

cancy
occasioned
by
the
resignation
of
that
Aguiar day of publication, as a specimen
The German clergyman of Boston, who ford, to Miss Lucinda B. Warren of Denmark.
k,
....
will be sold at Public Auc
next Session of the Legislature.
went about marrying himself to the girls, has 4th, Mr. William Raitt, to Miss Caroline Trejllifeiiif the work. Its contents are varied and cal- gentleman.
It will contain, in addition to the report of tion, at the store of Walter LiuleffeM, in
rner course ol
been found gwdly of such things, and ordered vett.
Legislative debates and proceedings, the News Wells, in said county, on Monday, the twen
kilated to suit the tastes of the sober and the
he resuh
OO^A special election was held in Putnam into the penitentiary.
In Saco, Mr. Simon H. Milliken, to Miss Mary of the day, a synopsis of Congressional pro tieth day of DECEMBER next, at two o’
enqniri®si^ay. The address of theeditoroftheMiscounty, Georgia, recently, in which no choice
Foss
ceedings, and the original matter which ap clock, afternoon, all the right m equity which
conipel n'e 10 jellany to its readers, is very neat and apHorrible Effect of Drunkenness,
In York, Mr. Robert Boynton of Bangor, to pears in the Weekly paper.
It is intended Samuel Goodwin, of said Wells, has 1» re
of Senator was made at the late State elec
lonor
Among its original papers is an
On Monday a poor miserable drunkard, Miss Mary Ann, daughter of Capt. Thomas that the Reports of proceedings shall be full deem the homestead farm where said Good
tion. The special election resulted in the whilst under the influence of liquor fell down Clark of Y.
he
American Sculptors in Italy”—by
and accurate, and the sketches of debates as win now lives, situated io said Wells, the
in Market Space, Baltimore, and while lying
complete and perfect, as any that have been same being under the encumbrance of a
1'diecast
Everett, which will repay a careful success of the whig candidate.
prostrate on the ground, had his nose bitten
mortgage to Dr. E. G. Moore.
published at Augusta.
\ more atoHjevusaV-^he Canary, a pleasantly told tale,
(U®Hon. J. Q. Adams has authorized the off by a hog I
A. WARREN, D. Sheriff.
The character of the business likely to be
5ver wen*
went u^ihid
several other articles in prose and verse contradiction of the rumor that he intended
>ver
j
DIED—In this town, on Sunday last, Jeremi transacted during the approaching session of
Wells, Nov. 17.
ts
lSt abandoned,
.
ah
,
son
of
J
eremiah
L
ord
,
Esq.,
aged
17
years.
.^^i'vhich bear the impress of gifted minds. It to withdraw from public life at the close of
Philadelphia Custom House. It is sta
the Legislature, will, it is believed, make it
In
Kennebunk-port,
on
Thursday
last,
W
il

I life wasp J s embellished with a fine engraving on steel, the present Congress. He will serve the Peo ted that the late banking-house of the late U.
one of at least usual interest. In addition to
> ',,dividua 'S
S. Bank is to be purchased by the General liam Patten, Esq.
the ordinary movements growing out of the
and
ple
as
long
as
they
wish
him
to
do
so
—
The
Canary
—
and
a
well
executed
fancy
In
Biddeford,
13th
inst.
Mrs.
S
usannah
,
wife
jf, it ismyW'
E would once mere, and for the last
Government for a Custom House.
political change of the Government, the Dis
of
Mr.
D
aniel
H
ooper
,
aged
67
years.
—
Mr.
y of proper * iDrint of Flower and Lace work. Hereafter hie health will permit.
time, in this cheap way, reminfi those
tricting of the State, the settlement of its Fi
Thomas Cotton, aged 23 years.
indebted for Newspapers-, Advertising and
“ My compliments and the pleasure of
t colored plate of the latest Paris fashions
nances, and other important matters, cannot
05s® A fine barque of 350 tons burthen was your company to Thanksgiving”—as the man
but render frequent information from Augus Job Work, that unless their accounts are set
will be given in each number. Each nurn>ri)oo P«l’elil i
tled immediately up to July 15, 1841, they
launched at Cutler, Me. on the 1st inst. She said to the Turkey. “ I feel a killing sense of
SHIP
NEWS
ta, desirable to all.
u>- Per
*he Miscellany will also contain two
While, in any event, the publishers of the will be left with an Attorney for collection,
is called the Nancy W. Stevens, of Portland. your kindness” as the Turkey said in re
hstnndifS
more pages of Music, composed or selectKENNEBUNK, NOV. 27, 1841.
Thrice-weekly Age pledge themselves to without further notice, after December next.
This is the largest vessel ever built in Cutler. turn.
Also—AII persons indebted b* Note, ars?
furnish faithful reports of the doings of the
"n i*d, and arranged expressly for the work by
to keep it‘ >
Very Smart. A house maid in the coun
ARRIVED.
Legislature, it is obvious, that upon the ex requested to pay the same immediatelyinc on som® / Prof. G. J. Webb of Boston. The specimen
(bJ^The Legislature of Vermont adjourn try, boasting of her industrious habits said,
Nov. 19—Sch. Moro, Mitchell, Boston.
„ ner cent-)3*11/
tent of the subscriptions obtained, must de should regret the necessity of leaving any of
iqmber contains a beautiful piece—the Hap- ed without day on the 12th inst., after a ses that on a particular occasion, she rose at four,
F
In
22—Sch. Elizabeth, Sturdivant, from Portland, pend the fulness and completeness of their j our demands with an Attorney, r»»d sincerely
>y Hours—occupying three pages—words sion of four weeks, during which 75 acts of made a fire, put on the tea kettle, prepared | with 140 tons Railroad Iron.
hope that necessity will be obviated, by a
sketches of debates.
SAILED.
breakfast, and made all the beds, before a sin
With a little effort on the part of those to prompt attention to this call.
agecontl SMy Barry Cornwall. The typographical exe all kinds were passed.
Nov. 18—Sch. Martha, Crediford, Boston.
JAMES K. REMICH.
whom this Prospectus is addressed, it is hoped
gle soul was up in the house.
cution of the Miscellany is very neat.
iiie
MEMORANDA.
Kennebunk, Nov. 13»
that such a subscription may be obtained, as
O/r’A trader in Brunswick has forwarded
We hail the appearance of this periodical
Sid. from Cronstadt, 13th ult. barque Bohe- will justify the expense of as extended reports,
The Piscataquis Herald states that there
with pleasure. The lovers of light literature to the Boston market, this season, 18,000 doz are upwards of 250 men lumbering on the rifia, Nason, New-York.
as it would be, on any account, desirable to
Ar. at Havre, 24th ult. brig Swiss-Bpy, Blais
(!in New England ought to sustain it, and we en of Eggs. The price received has averag Moose Head Lake. There seems to he a dell,^Cronstadt.
have.
HE subscriber will keep constantly on
The price of the Thrice-weekly will be
spirit uf enterprise in going ahead in the lum
hand, during the Winter, at bis store
Sid. from Liverpool, 224 ult. Shannon, Pike,
I pj1 Georgi8!*11 .doubt not that they will,—presenting as it ed about eleven cents per dozen.
ONE DOLLAR for the Session. It will be
bering line.
at Kennebnnk-Landing,
New-Orleans.
proposes toreíjidoes so many strong claims to their patron(f/^The Baltimore American of the 19th
Ar. at Mobile, 11th, barque Abbott Lord, Pat published on TUESDAYS, THURSDAYS
FRESH, CORNED & DRY FISH.
'[^,y by et>l8 j ÿWe
’i-—' ando.mnnH
TT A W ilHA ale
T B J, IJr.
’.
support. t TTrUtAV
[Editor,N.TN» m
athan
and SATURDAYS, which will accommodate
Educate a community in the idea that to terson, Boston.
— ALSO —
i‘h br""CbM/ —Publishers, Bradbury & Soden, Boston. inst. says the rumor of the intended resigna work with the hands is degrading and dishon
Cid. at Boston, 20th, ship Howard, J. G. Hill, subscribers on all the important mail routes. COARSE AND FINE SALT,
tion of Henry Clay is probably unfounded.
(f/^The price of all subscriptions must be
orable, and you educate them for vice and New-Orleans
be olhef
Sid. from Newcastle, about 23d ult. barque paid in advance. No order will be complied all of which he will sell low for cash or ex
(J^It is said that over half a million of
(■/r^The “ Dover Gazette ” comes to us misery.
change
for country
produce.~
Finland, Means, Boston.
with, unless accompanied by the money.
°
J X 7 r Y UN 47
Eggs are consumed every month in New- this week in an enlarged form and new dressCid at New Orleans, 9th, ship Marcia Cleaves,
IVORY ZM
GOODWIN, Jr,
WM. R. SMITH & Co,
The
whole
amount
of
Tonnage
built
this
Thompson,
Marseilles.
Below,
ship
Regulus,
3w
Kennebunk-Landing, Nov. 19,
York—about one thousand are purchased dai
Augusta,
Nov.
20.
3w
year, in this State, will exceed 35,000 tons! ' Thompson, from Portland.
Thanksgiving in Indiana 25th inst.
ly for the Astor House.

Provisions«

Writing Fluid«

Sheriff’s Sale

New Books-

Y

Thrice"Weekly Age

Sheriff’s Sale«

T

Particular Notice«

W

Pish«

T

ÄS'

POETRI’

World’s

Wonder.

Jew ©avid’s, or Hebrew Coughs, Colds, and all Dis
Plaster.
eases of the liimgs.

Drandreth’s Pills.

Aew-Ihigland Truss .,

Jk VEGETABLE and Universal Medicine
factory.
18
PsL. proved by the experience of thousands to
[From the Philadelphia Gazatte.]
HE peculiarities of this Chemical Com
6 <T is a strange fact, but nevertheless true,
rp
HE
subscriber
continues
to
manufactura
-»
FJpHE
VEGETABLE
PULMONARY
BALbe,
when
properly
persevered
with,
a
certain
pound are owing to its extraordinary
THE AUTUMN TIME.
that the medical world have no effectual
A every description, at his residence ai\i
l effects upon the animal fibre or nerves, S
lig SAM is believed to be deservedly the most cure in every form of the Only One Dxsease, opposite 264, No. 305, Washington St « l(
and general remedy, as yet, safely established
BY PARRY PROCTOR, A. M.
for the cure of Burns,’ observed an eminent Phy aments and muscles ; its virtues being car popular Medicine ever known, in America, for all having the same origin, and invariably arise trance in Temple Avenue—up stairs I ’ ah 01
The swallow seeks the sea,
.7
in
sician in high official capacity, while addressing ried by them to the immediate seat of dis coughs, colds, asthma or phthisic, consumption, from the UNIVERSAL ROOT of all disease, als can see him alone, at r»nv
whooping cough, and Pulmonary affections of namely, IMPURITY or IMPERFECT circula
Departing with the summer hours that fade,
a jury as Coroner in London lately, while sit ease, or of pain and weakness.
every kind.
tion of the BLOOD.
ed relief to three thousand persons for 7h i
ting on an inquest over the body of a burnt indi
With all their loveliness from glen and glade,
However good any internal remedy may
The Vegetable Pulmonary Balsam has been
In a period of little more than three years in years. A11 may rest assured of relief who 11
vidual; at the same time enjoining them to solic be this, as an external application, will prove
And upland, vale and lea.
very extensively used for about twelve years ; the United States, they have restored to a state of 1 russes of his manufacture. He is
it the medical officers of the metropolitan hospi
a powerful auxiliary in removing the dis- and its reputation has been constantly increasing. health and enjoyment over ONE HUNDRED can give every individual relief who mav hT
tals
to
search
the
world
for
such
a
desideratum,
The fairy buds and flowers,
ILF The public are cautioned agaL, (i Volthat experience had established as the best and f ease and facilitating the cure in cases of Lo- So universally popular has this article become THOUSAND persons, who were given over as quacks who promise what they cannot nJ e
That deck’d the walks and woodside, they are! surest.
i cal Inflammation, Scrofulous Affections, that it may now be considered as a standard arti incurable by physicians of the first rank and
Having worn the difloremkind“®'«»
gone,
In order that NO life may be lost or torture j King’s Evil, Gout, Inflammatory and Chron cle in a large part of the United States and Brit standing, and in many cases when every other less, that have been offered to the public f^1’
ish
Provinces.
Many
families
keep
it
constantly
remedy had been resorted to in vain.
twenty years, from different patent manufhJilf
suffered hereafter bv such afflictions, DAL- ic Rheumatism, and in all cases where seated
Abd Autumn cometh garbed in russet brown
by them, considering it the most safe as well as
In all cases of Pain or Weakness, whether it now continues to wear those of his own m < >öur.isHEi
LEY’S MAGICAL PAIN EXTRACTOR is pain or weakness exists.
All ruddy to our bowers.
certain
remedy
for
the
above
compla.ints.
The
be chronic or recent, whether it be deafness or he is now able to decide, after examinihaT“’’1
sent forth to the use of man, possessing all the
A gentleman travelling in the South of
what sort of Truss is best to adapt™ alh ? ’’
JA
merits required, and that unbelief, prejudice, Europe and Palestine, in 1830, heard so Proprietors have received, and are receiving pain in the side, whether it arise from constitu
Pleasant September, thou ?
numerous recommendations from, many of our tional or from some immediate cause, whether occur ; and he has on hand as good TnJo % Office on the Mi
and
ignorance,
may
be
removed,
and
it
applied
much said in the latter place in praise of best physicians, who make use of it in their prac it be from internal or external injury, it will be furnish any kind of Truss that can be had
With nut-brown cheek and frolic laughing eye !
to every sufferer unhesitatingly, a premium will
Jew David’s Plaster ; and of the (as he con tice. The names of a few individuals who have cured by persevering in the use of these Pills. Any person who purchases a Truss at this?
1 see thee pass o’er field and farmlet by—
be given to every one who shall apply it, and the
ment, ifit does not suit, can exchange unnhhl ! L'wo dollars |
This great principle of “ PURGING” in suited, without additional charge.
Bright pleasure on thy brow—
excrutialing agony be not at once subdued. $100 sidered) miraculous cures it had performed, given their testimony in favor of this article are
'terest w»11 be d
that
he
was
induced
to
try
it
on
his
own
here
subjoined,
and
for
a
more
full
account
see
sickness
is
beginning
to
be
appreciated.
It
is
have been offered for months, and no failure has
J. F. F. manufactures as many as twontv j» I
at thee
And rising vps I hear
person, for a Lung and Liver Affection, the the envelope to the bottle.
found much more convenient to take an occa kinds of Trusses, among which are all i? Lid
been found.
i
The harvest song—and see the waving grain,
One box is enough to save life, and always removal ot which had been the chief object of Doct. Amory Hunting, Doct. Samuel Morrill, sional dose of halfa dozen Pills, and be always kinds similar to those that the late Mr John n Linued,exce
“ Truman Abell,
pain from fifty common burns. Rapid as the his journey, but which had resisted the genial
“ Timothy Baylies, well, than to send for a Doctor and be bled, this city, formerly made, and all others ad, J a|| arrearages t
Strewn by the merry men upon the plain,
blistered, and salivated — with the certainty that Boston, together with the patent elastic serin ? I |jjTbe puhl
“ Thomas Brown,
wind to subdue fire, frost, torture, inflammation influence of that balmy and delicious climate.
11 Jere. Ellsworth,
In Jpened richness sere.
if you are not killed, you will be sure to have with spring pads; Trusses without steel . Lfor
“ William Perry,
and heal the wounded —has no compeer—neither
er
“ Albert Guild.
He accordingly applied a plaster on the
months of miserable weakness, and the only one these give relief in all cases of rupture aZ'h
loss of life nor pain by fire has ever been known right side of the chest, where the pain was
While far away, resounds
AN INTERESTING CASE.
portion produce a perfect cure-they can hnV'
Mount
charge
Look at the and night ; improved hinge and pivot TrussF ‘
when present, and from every kind of torturous seated, another between the shoulders, and Extract of a letter from Mr. C. S. Clay, Kingston, who is benefitted is your Doctor.
Waking the echoes of the silent wood,
difference between the appearance of those two cal spring ’Trusses, made in four different
injuries has snatched its thousands.
Ulster County, N. Y., to the proprietors :
one over the region of the liver. In the
The huntsman’s gun—and struggling in its blood
Composed of thirty compounds, combining all
Yours of the 9th inst. was duly received. A persons—one has been treated by your regular ses with ball and socket joints; Trusses
The dying rabbit bounds.
the qualities of ANTISEPTIC, NERVINE, mean time, he drank freely of an herb tea remarkable cure was effected by the Vegetable practitioner—see how pale and debilitated he sus Ani, by wearing which persons (rouble?
of
laxative
qualities.
He
soon
found
his
ASTRINGENT, ANODYNE, HERPETIC,
Pulmonary Balsam, in the Winter and Spring of ¡is, see how the shadow of death throws his a descent of the rectum can ride on horsebaA
Or in the stubble see,
BALSAMIC, and many minor virtues, impor- ' health improving : and in a few weeks his 1835. The person, Mr. Moody, had been sick at solitary glance from his emaciated countenance, perfect ease and safety. Mr. Foster ala
the
The wary pointer stealing slowly on
tant to medicinal power and perfect cures, is the cough left him, the sallowness of hi^skin dis long time with the consumption. His physician see how he trembles in every limb ; Iris eyes Trusses for Prolapsus Uteri, which have an”
in cases where pessaries have failed, R,,
The frightened coveys—with a bound they’re cause why it has universal control over all kinds appeared, his pain was removed,^ and his had given him up. He was reduced so low as to sunk ; his teeth destroyed—his constitution, Trusses, knee caps and back-boa?» .J*
OR
of wounds, etc.
health became perfectly reinstated.
be unable to help himself, and was raising a perhaps, irrevocably gone—yet, just hear how kept on hand. Asa matter of
gone,
!
the
Doctor
arrogates
to
himself
credit.
He
Dr. E. Upjohn says, for prompt removal of
fr
Since that time he has been recommend large quantity of blood, when he commenced
speculation, the undersigned will keep on hanl« P
And onward whirring flee.
pain and extensive healing virtues without scar ing it to his friends and acquaintances, for using the Balsam, which effected a complete cure says, “ most inveterate case of Liver com lowing kinds from other manufactories whieQ
not a thing can equal it, and will be used by all. ail fixed pains whatever ; such as Rheuma and he is now as hale and hearty as ever he was. plaint”—“ nothing but the most energetic reme have if his does not suit them ; after a fair (Jr ■ In 1809,
But vain their swiftest flight!
Dr. Box says it surpasses every compound on
dies saved him.”
Energetic measures! i. e can exchange for any of them :-Dr. Ilu||’s.t> '
The fowler’s piece is poised —the bursting sound earth for rapidly healing without scar and easing tism, Gout, Head-ache, Nervous Tooth-ache, Mr. Moody has removed from this town, hut he Mercury and Bleeding, ruined his constitution, spiral Truss ; Rundell’s do.; Salmon’s balland’^ ment of
has promised me a more detailed account of his
Pain
in
the
side,
hip,
back
and
limbs,
in
eve

Rings loud thro’ wood and glen—upon the pain, and recommends its general use.
better say.—So to save life you must half poison Sherman’s patent ; French do.; Marsh'« im burg, aser
case, which I will forward you. C. S. CLAY.
Dr. Brandt says no wound is beyond its rapid ry case of which it has proved an effectual
with that comforter of the teeth and gums— Truss; Bateman’s do., double and sin«Lf i tois, who \
ground,
Kingston, N. Y. June 25, 1838.
He lias likewise witnessed the happy
power to ease and heal, and embraces all the cure.
MERCURY—and positively make a man mis Trusses ;-also,Trusses for children, of alfsij ' halfciviliz
Argyle, Nova Scotia.
The partridge meets the sight.
Any kind of Trusses repaired al short noJ
effects of its softening and healing qualities
wishes oft required.
erable
the sad remainder of his existence; this is made
iunder the
In the winter of 1837 and 1838, I was seized
as good as when new.
A
young
lady
burnt
both
hands
all
over
with
in
numberless
cases
of
Scrofulous
Humors,
called
curing.
Shocking
folly
•'
Sturdy October, now,
with a violent cough which continued two or
(KFLadies wishing for any of these initrume^ comrades t
phosphorus, so that it burnt all down the quick to Knots, Wens, While Swelling, Hard Tu three months. My cough was so severe that I
Let us now look at your “ purged” man—the be waited upon by Mrs. Foster, at the above
We see thee, ruddy mantled sweep along,
the root of, and under the nails; without even mours, Stiff Joints, Ague Cakes, Ague in the was obliged to sit up in bed two or three hours man who has taken Brandreth’s Pills for Liver Mrs. F. has been engaged in the above bus® He was a 1
And wild winds echo back thy mournful song,
washing it off, applied this ointment, which stop Breast, and the like, to the united satisfaction during the night, and 1 was much reduced in Complaint—he has the firm, elastic tread of ten years.
' word; as
The subscriber makes and keeps on hand«. ; mong the
ped the burning pain, and healed them free of of himself and others.
And sombre is thy brow !
flesh and strength and my appetite gone. One conscious strength, his countenance is clear
shoes,
for
deformed
and
crooked
feet,
and
isdoiw
scar in a few days.
It has likewise been very beneficial in ca of my neighbors had a bottle of the Vegetable and serene, his eye is full and sparkling with every week for children and infants, in this
I the last w
The trees all quake ’fore thee.
Mr. Thomas Ring, from a scar, had a sore leg
the feeling of new life and animation; he has
ses of weakness, such as Weakness and Pain Pulmonary Balsam, which he would not sell. been confined a few days to his bed, but he us from out of the city. Specimens of his workman ■ he passed
for
seven
years
—
cured
in
a
short
lime
by
it.
And crimson leaves are strewing all the plain ;
He
however
loaned
it
to
me
till
I
could
procure
may
be
seen
al
the
manufactory.
His son had broken chilblains, incurable until in the Stomach, Weak Limbs, Lameness, Af him another. I experienced immediate relief ed nothing but the true Brandreth Pills, and
He likewise informs individuals he will not» world the
The wood-bird stops for thee his mellow strain,
fections of the Spine, Female Weaknesses, from it. The first opportunity I had I procured soon rose withojt any injury being sustained their
he applied this, which cured at once.
complaints known to any one, except when Ji of bullets.
And lists tho tempest’s glee !
One box only cured a leg, sore for nine &c. No female subject to pain or weakness more of it, and to the use of it I ascribe the pres by his constitution. Instead ofbeing months in permitted to refer to them—it being a misfortune .
) the field c
months.
in the back or side, should be without it. ervation of my life.
a weak state he will be stronger, after he has young persons do not want their cases known !
JAMES W. LENOX.
The stout oaks lowly bend,
nostril ex]
Mrs. McQuade had sore eyes for six years; Married ladies,in delicate situations,find great
JAMES
FREDERICK
FOSTEi
entirely recovered the attack : because his
Dec. 17, 1838.
Boston, March, 1841.
And naked boughs are quivering to the gale;
I of the me
after trying every thing, cured by few applica relief from constantly wearing this plaster.
blood and fluids have become purified, and hav
tions.
The waters lave for thee a solemn wail,
ing purged away the old and impure fluids, the
that the fi
It has lately been discovered that the Jew
COUNTERFEITS. BEWARE OF IMPOSITION !
Certificate from Dr. Warren.
Every case here referred to happened in Al David's or Hebrew Plaster is a sure remedy
Each genuine bottle is enclosed in a blue solids are thereby renovated, and he is not borne
Which, with thy wild strains blend !
, of Peter ]
.
Boston,
Jan.
7,
183j
i
bany in about two months; and every person
down
by
useless
particles,
but
has
renewed
his
wrapper, on which is a label, signed by Sampson
Having-had occasion to observe, that some peg
One da
named can now be pointed out, and most are well for Corns as the following certificate will Reed. NONE OTHER CAN BE GENU life and body both.
Freezing November, he,
afflicted with Hernia have suffered much from i address a
known. We have the certificates from them all. show—more can be seen by calling upon our INE.
The
principle
of
purging
with
Brandreth
’
s
With raven hair commingling with the snow
want of a skilful workman in accommodating Tra
10,000 trials, and all successful, prove Dailey’s agents in the Villages.
O’The outside Yellow Label will have, on Pills, removes nothing but the useless and de to the peculiarities of their cases, I have taken pais furlough !
Of serer age upon his wrinkling brow,
CERTIFICATE.
Magical Pain Extractor inestimable. It not only
cayed particles from the body,—the morbid and inform myself of the competency of Mr. J. F.Fmu sick-bed <
and
after
December
1839,
in
addition
to
that
of
East Bloomfield, Feb. 18,1840.
Seemeth most sad to me.
cures quicker, but gives no additional pain, nor
corrupt humors of the blood; those humors supply the deficiency occasioned by the death of J
Messrs Comstock & Co.—I feel myself under Sampson Reed, the signature of Wm. John Cut which cause disease—they impede the func Beath, After some months of observation ofhis wu ously ill:
leaves a scar.
ler, one of his partners.
But yet, I love him best,
Comstock & Co., wholesale druggists, New great obligation to you or your Jew David’s
The great celebrity of the Vegetable Pulmo tions of the liver when they settle upon that I am satisfied that Mr. Foster is well acquainted j was sev£i
York, have become the sole wholesale agents for Plaster. I have been troubled with corns on nary Balsam has been the cause for attempts to organ, and which, when they settle upon the the manufacture of these instruments, and ingeniow of taking
For with his wildness doth my soul-commune,
Mr. Dailey in America for twenty years. All my toes for seventeen years, and tried almost introduce spurious articles, which by partially muscles, produce rheumatism ; or, upon the accommodating them to the variety of cases which t
As speaks the lute with sympathetic tune,
orders must be addressed to them, except for the every thing that was recommended, but could assuming the name of the genuine, are calcula nerves, produce gout ; or, upon the lungs, pro cur. 1 feel myself called upon to 'recommend fe promised
When, by my hand imprest.
my- professional brethren, and to the public, as a p his moth
find nothing that did any good, till I tried the
cities of Albany and Troy.
duce consumption ; or. upon the intestines, cos son well fitted to supply their wants in regard io
Hebrew Plaster.
1 pared the corns and applied ted to mislead and deceive the public. Among
For
sale
in
Kennebunk
by
The C
tiveness ; or, upon the lining of the blood ves
He brings with him the frost,
”
John C. Wmrij
the Plaster, after having ¡ton about twenty-four these mixtures are the “ American Pulmonary sels, apoplexy and paralysis', and all the train important articles.
ALEXANDER WARREN.
Balsam,
”
“
Vegetable
Pulmonary
Balsamic
Syr

ter
Petoi
And calls the ice-fiend from the northern seas,
hours the Plaster came off, and the corns pealed
August 21,
eoply
1 hereby certify that 1 have, for several years pi
of disorders so melancholy to the sufferer and
To twine his jewels o’er the aged trees,
offand left a hollow place, and are entirely well, up,” “ Pulmonary Balsam,” “ Carter’s Com all who behold them.
been
in
the
use
of
Mr.
Foster
’
s
Truss
for InguinalH nother, t
pound Pulmonary Balsam,” and others. Pur
and as smooth as they ever were.
Whose summer hue is lost.
Yes, purging these humors from the body is nia, and find it to answer every desirable purpose,! , der to er
chasers should enquire for the true article by its
consider it far preferable to any other which lha>' quently 1
Yours Respectfully,
whole name—THE VEGETABLE PULMO the true cure for all these complaints, and eve ployed.
James Thatcher
WONTON JOSLIN.
Like me, he mourns in pain,
AND OTHERS.
NARY BALSAM, and see that it has the marks ry other form of disease ; this is no mere asser
nor pern
Plymouth, Nov. 1, 1839.
N.
B.
We
would
advise
all
those
afflicted
with
OES any know a neighbor or a friend
Like me the summer of his life is gone ;
tion, it is a demonstrable truth, and each day it
and
signatures
of
the
genuine.
Peter
corns, to make trial of the Hebrew Plaster.
who
has
been
Bald,
and
whose
head
is
is
extending
itself;
far
and
wide
it
is
becoming
Each
bottle
and
seal
is
stamped
“
Vegetable
Boston, Ma?
Its bright illusions like her songsters flown,
E. W. CAPRON & CO.
A fort
known, and more and more appreciated.
I hereby certify, that I have known ?
now
covered
with
fine
hair?
One
whose
Pulmonary
Balsam.
”
Gone ne’er to bloom again !
Rochester, N. Y.
The cure by purging may more depend up Foster, several years last past, and have) ‘ J a i reached
coat collar was covered with dandruff, though
(EFOne more Counterfeit, besides the
Agents for Vermont and N. Hampshire.
him in the construction of Tru^w^ i I his Colo
brushed every hour—which has now vanish For sale, also, by the following sub-Agents : “ American Pulmonary Balsam,” and others on the laws which produce sweetness or purity ployed
above alluded to !—^An attempt has been made to than may be generally imagined. Whatever apparatus for my patients, and have alrf z I
ed entirely ? Or one whose hairs at early
Kennebunk, Alexander Warren ; Kenne deceive the public, by a spurious mixture called tends to stagnate will produce sickness, because ready, capable, and faithful, and equal,?/. 1I having h
age were turning grey, who now has not a bunk port, Oliver Bourn ; Wells, Seth Hatch ;
for which 1 have employed him.
before h
“Vegetable Pulmonary Balsam,” sometimes it tends to putrefaction ; therefore the necessity
grey hair ? Children whose heads were cov North-Berwick, Sheldon Hohhs.
John Randa
| good ant
of
constant
exercise
is
seen.
signed
Samuel
Leie
and
sometimes
Sampson
Disgracing th >Hod. i What are you ered with scurf,—whose hair would not grow,
Kennebunk, March 4th, 1841.
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When constant exercise cannot be used
Lee—-said to be prepared by an unprincipled
I ndi v idu a I s caft ha v e vUe 'Tr u sses sfeni i»tb i > blessing.
going to give to day ?’ asked a dispenser that are now growing the fullest crops of
man in Bangor, Me. The name is written in FROM ANY CAUSE, the occasional use of of the packets or vessels by writing the subsfl »
of other people’s charity, yesterday to a hair? Some cases must be known to most ]F|R. WILLIAM MOUNTAIN’S Celebrat- a way to resemble the genuine signature, and is Opening Medicine is ABSOLUTELY required. (James F. Foster) 305 Washington st. Boston. | for a mo
persons. Ask them the cause, and you will
make kr
ragged hod-carrier.
ed Rheumatic and Strengthening Plas a most foul attempt to deceive the public and Thus the conduits of the Blood, the fountain
i was a
‘ Is it myself ye ask, then ? By the be told, these things have been done by the ter.—These plasters have been used through avoid the punishment that awaits actual forgery. of life, are kept free from those impurities
use ol the BALM OF COLUMBIA. Of 20
For sale by REED, WING & CUTLER, which would prevent its steady current minis
supplica
powers, I’ve more nor 1 can do these years growth in this article, its demand in out the greatest part of Europe and have been (late
THE good packet SchooLow & Reed) wholesale dealers in Drugs, tering health. Thus, morbid humors are pre
found
to
be
far
more
efficacious
than
any
this fav
times to get bread for my little ones—so creasing annually some hundred per cent.—
Medicines, Paints and Dye Stuffs, No. 54 Chat vented from becoming mixed with it. It is na
MARTHA,
I
srael CredIfm
plaster ever offered to the public for the ham Street, Boston, and by Druggists and coun ture which is thus assisted through the means
Peter
/A)Master, having superior are
by that token an’ more ov ’em if ye want though when discovered not opposed by any other
following complaints, viz : Pain in the side,
modations for Passengers, i cess th?
ye can jis’ pnreaive I’ve nothing to give thing for the same purpose, now assailed by lame back, weak stomach, weak joints, Rheu try merchants generally in New England, and in and outlets which she has provided for herself.
the principal places throughout the United States
Dr. Brandreth’s Offices in New York sail from—
poor so
the poor, be raison that I’m poor myself.’ almost numberless mushroom trash prepara matism, &c. &c.
and British Provinces. Price 50 cents.
are 241 BROADWAY, 185 Hudson st. and 276
the Col
tions
that
will
ruin
the
hair
if
used
to
any
KENNEBUNK for BOSTi
‘ But,’ said the almoner, ‘ we don’t want
Price 25 cents each.
For sale by
Bowery, between Prince and Houston sts.
is sorry
N. B. These plasters come to hand neatly
money from poor people. We take any extent. Can more than these facts be want
Philadelphia,
8
North
Eight
Street.
—
and
from
—
gitDANIEL REMICH.
—refer to the recommendations by a list of spread and need only be applied to the part
but he <
Baltimore, 80 South Charles Street.
September 4, 1840.
thing—old clothes, cold victuals or any ed
BOSTON
for KENNEBsfy
names of respectability unequalled by any affected.
Boston, 19 Hanover Street.
licit, ft
other covering for the poor wretches?
every week, wind and weather pee
other article. Look at these things—buy this
Albany, Corner of Green and Hudson Sts.
To
the
Honorable
Court
of
County
Com

Strasbu
‘May be ye’d take ray ould fathered article. Stay and preserve your hair by its
For Freight or Passage apply to th®
Pittsburg,
Pa.
154
Wood
street.
Dr. SEARS’ Pulmonary Cough Drops, or
missioners to be hoiden at Alfred, within
‘Ah
on board.
‘Ljacket there, lying on the morthar bed be use. or if bald restore it. Ladies, attend to Grand Health Restorative, is unquestionably
CSncznnaii, 119 Main street.
and for the County of York, on the 2d
where
:
Louisville, Ky. 99 Fourth street.
the guther V
this—hundreds in fashionable life are using the best medicine ever offered to the public
(I/^The Martha is furnished wi
St. Louis, Mis. 56 1-2 Market street.
Tuesday of October, A. D. 1841.
' Intc
it as the only article really fit for the toilet. for the cure of the following complaints, (as
‘ Oh yes.,’ said the man.
r*gg’ng» etc. with particular reference to r
JVew Orleans, 3 Old Levee.
ESPECTFULLY represent the subscri
Long hair is very apt to fall out. Ladies,use it seldom fails if seasonably administered,)
Vienna
ning in the Winter months—which is wort
‘ An’ what for, sure
Charleston, 70 Meeting street.
bers, inhabitants of ihe County of York,
the Balm of Columbia in time to save your-( viz : Consumption, Coughs, * Colds, Asthma,
the consideration of shippers and pass
to fighi
Because I feel an interest in you—I selves the disgrace of baldness by neglect of
Montreal,
63
Notre
Dame.
that the road from Lyon’s Hill, in Sanford, to
gers.
Influenza, Whooping Cough, spitting of
is it no
IT
How
to
be
secure
from
Counterfeit
Pills
want to see you charitable, for scripture your persons.
Kennebunk, Oct. 2.
ly
Blood, Croup, Hives, Palpitation of the Heart, Gooch’s Corner, in Wells, is circuitous, hilly, purporting to be Brandreth's Pills.
brave 1
says, ’ whoso giveth to the poor lendeth to
It is your duty, as moralists, to preserve and all other affections of the Lungs arising and in other respects inconvenient for the
Never purchase without being positively sure
the Lord?
the beauties of nature, with which a bountiful from colds.
public accommodation. They therefore pray that the person selling has an Engraved cerPete
Schooner IWile.
‘ Ah, its there ye are then ! I tho’t so— Creator has endowed you—use the Balm, tor
plunge
N. B. Suitable directions accompany each that you would lay out a public highway, be tificate of Agency, and ITobserve it has been
THE new packet schoom
whin ye catch me finding a ragged jacket it will do it.
Bottle, signed by the proprietor, together ginning near the house of the late Roswell renewed ; no Certificate being any guarantee
tain to
NILE, Daniel Ward,
CAUTION TO BE REMEMBERED— with Certificates of cures, &c.
Phillips, in Sanford, and running southeaster after 12 months from date that Pills sold by the 2^)
having superior accommodatio
to the Lord, I’ll just be disgracing the
ly.-‘
ly to the dwelling-house of James Hobbs, in holder are genuine.
Several
most
flagrant
attempts
have
been
passengers, will sail fro
hod. Oh, ye spalpeen?
I annoi
Sub-Agents
in
York
County
will
be
supplied
made to counterfeit the true Balm of Colum
For sale, wholesale and retail, by Blaisdell said Wells, and thence as straight as circum
KENNEBUNK for BOSTON,
have t
bia. Some of the impostors have gone so far & Thurston, East-Thomaston, Me. by whom stances will allow to Gooch’s Corner (so call by Mr. John O. Langley, my only Travelling
— AND FROM —
Agent, in Maine—or by ordering from my
ans—j
as to counterfeit the splendid wrappers, and orders for the Medicine will be faithfully at ed) in Wells.
DAVID CHICK,
BOSTON for KENNEBUNK,
Principal New England Office,
Various are the anecdotes on record of the Falls of Niagara, and every external mark
news 1
and 44 others.
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to.
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every
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BOSTON.
the humor of Irish post boys, but we ques except the name of Comstock, which they
Copy—Attest, H. H. HOBBS, Clerk.
and weather permitting. For Freight or Pai
Agents
Kennebunk, Daniel Remich, Alex
KENNEBUNK, JOHN OSBORN & Co.
‘Ei
tion, if any of them are more characteris dare not forge.
Acton, Evans & Hemmingway.
sage, apply to
D. & S, WARD.
ander Warren, Samuel Jordan and Samuel
under;
To avoid impositions therefore, always L. Osborn ; Wells, Barak Maxwell, Erastus
tic than the following incident. While in
STATE OF MAINE.
Alfred, Benjamin F. Chad bourne.
Kennebunk-port, May 21,1841.
newsBerwick, N. Sheldon Hobbs.
Ireland last summer, two gentlemen hired look for the name of Comstock & Co. or of Littlefield and Geo. E. Baker; York, J. York, ss......At the regular session of the
‘T
County Commissioners of the County of
Berwick, S. Parks & Wilson.
a car from Belfast to go by the hill road. Comstock, and never buy the article unless it Brooks and George M. Freeman.
Eastern Stage House,
that name upon it.
Berwick, S’. J. S T. Cushing.
York, begun and held at Alfred, within
August 21,1840.
A little after they had reached the rising hasSold
3
Buxton,
H.
McKenney.
°
No. 84 Ann Street, Boston,
Wholesale and Retail, only by
and for said County, on the second Tues
permi
ground, and while absorbed in admiration
HE subscriber, having taken tlie.aM
“
J. C. Lewis.
day of October, A. D. 1841:
A. WARREN.
‘A
Cornish, Cotton Lincoln.
of the extensive and picturesque scenery,
house, is now prepared to accommwj
Kennebunk, Nov. 13, 1841.
N the foregoing petition, Ordered, That
on th
Hollis, Jonathan Rumery.
they scarcely perceived that the driver
such as may favor him with a call;
the petitioners notify all persons and
Kennebunk port, S. H. Gould.
‘I
WILLIAM SAFFORD
had pulled up the horse, till he came aE. Robinson, former keeper
corporations interested, that said CommisLebanon,

James Brackett.
on th
House, Portsmouth, being in attendanM!
round and opened the car door, and im- ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS REFFERS for sale—Buffalo Robes, from sioners will meet at ihe dwelling-house of
. “
Frederic A. Wood & Co.
nevei
superintendent of the establishment.
Capt. James Hobbs, in Wells, in said County,
$2 50 to $6 00.
mediately shut it with a loud bang, On VF WARD has been offered for months, to
Limericfc, John Sanborn.
The stables and yard are as convenient
‘N
Fur Seal, Nutra, Muskrat, Coney, Hair, on the twenty-ninth day of NOVEMBER
Limington, Winburn Adams.
be mg asked in rather a surly tone the any one who will use a bottle of Hays' Lini
next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon, and
can be found in the city.
Limington, E. Henry Small.
‘Y
meaning of his conduct, he held up his ment for the Piles without being cured. Of Glazed and Cloth CAPS.
JOHN S. ROBINSON.
Lyman, Benjamin Dudley.
Fine Nutra, Moleskin, Plain, Silk, Knap will then proceed to view the route for the
think
hands as if to command
silence,, —
and re- thousands sold, in no one instance has it fail
_r------------Newfield, M. & P. S. Wood.
highway prayed for, and immediately after
Boston, Aug. 14.
peat
*m a -h; -If- whisper,
- -hold
- - yer tongues ed of a cure. Proof overwhelming to be had and Wool HATS.
pears
“
S.
C.
Adams,
such view, will, in some convenient place in
Fur Trimmings, Muffs and Neckties.
where it is to be sold. It is also a certain
that
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F.
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E.
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Newbegin.
yer honors I’m making Paddy believe cure
Dog’s Skin and Nutra FUR COLLARS, the vicinity, hear the petitioners, and those
Brag's, Medicines, Ac.
in nearly every case.
“
William Stackpole.
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Sanford, J. M. Bod well.
Tightness of the chest
said petition, and of this order thereon, to be
manj
day, did h*; kptow >. d yer honors were For all Dropsy,
“
Howard & Kendall.
good assortment of
especially in children, SOLD LOW.
published three weeks successively in the
Kennebunk, Oct. 30.
sitting at yc r - st an’ himself pulling the Tender Feet,
T1
Shapleigh, Moses Goodwin, Jr.
Foul ulcers of the legs,
JDrugs, MedicineSi
Kennebunk Gazette, a newspaper published
Saco, McIntire & Beck.
Sore Troat by cancers or other fungus sores,
legs off Ihirj, u p this tarnation hill.
serte
—
AND
ALL
ARTICLES
USUALLY
KEPT
INin said County ; by causing the Town Clerks
Wells, Joshua E. Littlefield.
or ulcers,
however obstinate or
T1
APOTHECARIES’ SHOPS.
of Sanford and Wells, in said County, respect
u
George Littlefield.
Croup,
long standing,
HIS may certify that 1 have given to my ively to be served with a like copy, and by
after
“
Joseph
Wilson.
—ALSO, A SUPPLY OF—
Whooping
Cough,
Fresh Wounds,
An ignor e t f flow, being appointed exson, Alfred M. Lunt, his time, till he
Wag
Waterborough, James Leavitt.
PAINTS AND Olfe
posting up the same in three public places in
Chilblains, &c. &c.
is twenty-one years of age; and that I shall
ecut of his brother’s will, was advised Scald Head,
Wells, Barak Maxwell.
O^A share of public patronage is respect
a trit
each of said towns of Sanford and Wells.
claim none of his earnings, nor pay aay debts
LOOK OUT.
York, Edward Chase.
by his friends, to consult a civilian capa
fully solicited.
The first of said newspaper publications, and
Pete
of
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contracting
from
this
date.
“
Alexander Dennett.
Some Swindlers have counterfeited
_____ „„„ wz_this arble of instructing him his duties. On his
each of the other notices, to be thirty days at
Kennebunk-port, July 5*
“
his r
“
G.
M.
Freeman.
MICAJAH LUNT.
least before said twenty-ninth day of Novem
entering the lawyer’s office, the following tide and pul it up with various devices. Do
A
York, Nov. 8, 1841.
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not
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imposed
upon.
One
thing
only
will
ber.
dialogue ensued :—
241 Broadway, N. Y.
Sl
is ac
protect you—it is the name of COMSTOCK

Dailey''s Magical Pain Extractor.

T

To the Bald Headed

D

Schooner Martha.

R

Hats, Caps, etc*

$100 Reward*

T

O

O

Notice*

T

A ppheant. Sir are you the cwi7 villain I
Lawyer. Do you mean to insult me ?
Applicant. Why, that’s what I come
W My brother died detested, and has
d three infidel children.
He has appointed me to be their executioner, and I
have come for information upon the duties
of that office.

Books

Stationery-

Attest, HIRAM H. HOBBS, Clerk.
Writing' and Letter Paper.
May, 1839.
& Co. ; that name must be always on the
Copy—Attest, HIRAM H. HOBBS, Clerk.
wrapper, or you are cheated. Do not forget Q CASES, comprising every variety usually
October 23.
D. REMICH
enquired for, just received and for sale
it. Take this direction with you, and test by
AS just received large additions io
that, or never buy it; for it is impossible for by the ream or smaller quantity, by
LL persons indebted to the subscriber on
stock of
„
,
D. REMICH.
to be true or genuine. Sold by
Note of more than twelve months stand SCHOOL BOOKS & STATIONED
Kennebunk,
Aug.
21.
tf
HOMAS
’
Farmers
’
ALMANAC
for
1842,
COMSTOCK & Co. 71 Maiden Lane, New
ing, are hereby requested to call and pay, or
03^ Traders, School Committees, and i
fitted for the State of Maine__ For sale pay the interest and renew : at any rate, call
York. For sale in Kennebunk by
dividuals supplied on the most liberal terms1
ed top and clover seed just by the gross, dozen, or single copy, by
and renew and save cost.
at
w
A’ WARREN.
ff/^Books not on hand ordered at siw
received
by
j.
CURTIS
&
Co.
Nov, 13, 1841.
D. REMICH.
™
WILLIAM GOOCH.
notice.
Kennebunk, Oct. 16.
Kennebunk, Oct 30.
tf
Wells, Oct. 16.

Notice.

R

T

A

H

Kennebunk, Oct. 30.

whei
the i
T
spec

vest
who
you.

